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Supreme Court ,Farmers VoteFor Rigid Wheat
'to Confer On Quota Controls
Girard Case
By CHARLOTTE G. MOULTON
United Pram Staff 'Correspondent
WASHINGTON 
— Justices
Mb the Supreme Court confer
privately today on whether to
accept appeals to reoslve the
legal complexities of the Wil-
liam S. Girard case.
The government Thursday la-
beled as 'clearly wrong" last
Tuesday's ruling in the case by
Federal (strict Judge Joseph C.
McGarraghy and asked the high
court to overturn it as soon as
Possible.
cGarrashy upset the govern-
ment's plan to let Jaoanese courts
try Girard, a QI from Ottawa,
Ill.. on charges of slaying a
Japanese woman who was scav-
enging for scrap metal on a
military firing range. McGarraghy
ruled that the soldier would
have to be tried by an American
military court-martial.
Another Appeal Planned
kirard's lawyers planned to-
dry to file an appeal of their
own with the Supreme Court.
They were seeking a writ of
habeas corpus to have Girard
released from custody. McGar-
raghy had refused to Issue such
a writ.
Dayton H. Harrington, Girard's
Washington atInsney,- told a re-
Porter that Girard, now confined
to Camp Whittington in Japan,
Itense under U. S. law been charged with annot 
"Our position is that he should
not be held without being charg-
ed." he-said
The-court could announce its
decision on whether It will re-
view the Girard case any time
after today's conference is over.
It normally makes these an-
nouncements after handing down
opinions on Mondays, but has
d.arted from routine in unusual
circumstances.
Court Near Adjournment
The justices had been ex-
pected to finish their woçic and
adjourn for the summe9 next
Monday. But if the rd case
is accepted for argument, it
could either extend the current
term or provide for a special
term as it did in 1953 in accept-
irig, the Rosenberg spy case for
The government has argued
that the whole Girard tangle
is a political problem to be
handled by the executive branch
of the government and not by
the courts.
Girard's counsel, on the other
hand, argued that the question
Is one of constitutional law and
individual rights.
• or
`Five Day Forecast
By United Pries
Kentucky — Temperatures will
average about five degrees above
normal 4prifilli the five - day
o-period, Saturday through Wed-
nesday. 'Little change during the
period, cooler about Monday.
Kentucky normal is 76. Rainfall
will average about one quarter
tie on half inch with scattered
th ndershowers about Sunday and
Monday.
•
WASHINGTON 0) —Americatti --
wheat farmers have voted over-4- --
whelmingly in favor of rigid I
marketing quotas. for their 1958
crop.
Preliminary returns from the
36 commercial wheat states show-
ed today that 83.3 per cent of
the farmers voting in the ref-
erendum favored rigid quotas.
It will be the fifth sticcessive
year that marketing quotas,)pind
acreage allotments have been in
effect.
The returns tabulated by the
Agriculture Department showed
143,333 growers favored quotas
while 28,833 were opposed.
The total vote — 172,166 —
was the lowest ever cast in a
wheat referendum. The percent-
age of favorable votes compares
with the 87.4 percentage rolled ,
up for quotas on the 1957 crop.
A two-thirds majority of those !
„
Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
Selected AI A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
tipited Press IN OUR 78th YEAR
•
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 21, 1957 MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
First . . .
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
Vol. LXXVIII No. 148. '
NINE DIE IN RNADO, MANY ARE
 INJURE
Six Children In One Family
Killed; Damage Is High
NAVY'S NEW TAMS
THE TAWS, Navy's increaaed range, surface-to-air guided miasile,
hurls itself skyward in a burst of fire (left) and (right) closes in
for the "kill" on a QB-17 drone plane over Wh.te Sands Prov-
SCORES A 'KU'
trig Ground, N. M. The Talus, which has registered "kills" at 25
milew will be added to the fleet arsenal early in 1958. The missile
is guided by a mechanical "brain." (Internalsolitil Sou ad photos)
voting was necessary to impose
marketing quotas. Only four I be 9.) I Two Troopers
States turned thumbo down on
marketing quotas. They were New
York, 63 5 per cent; Ohio, 60.2
per cent; Pennsylvania, 45.4 per
cent; and West Virginia, 39.4 per
cent Onl Ohio is a major wheat
producing state. ,
Many Give Lives
To Christ in New
York, Graham
NEW YORK IP —Billy Gra-
ham said Thursday night that
"more than twice as many per-
sons have given their lives to
Christ in e6e New York Crusade
than in any other of our Ameri-
can crusades."
The North Carolina evangelist
told a Madison Square Garden
audience of 16,000 that in the
first five weeks of his crusade
more than 20,000 persons had
made odeolaions (r Christ." I
Thursday night's 559 decisions '
brought the total to 20,611 since
the crusade began May 14.
-Graham said that "It's a sacr-
ed and holl 'obligation for us
not to publish names of those
who give their lives to Christ
here, but if I were to tell you
the names of some of those who
have come forward, names known
by all of you, it would shake
this city."
WEATIIER
,
REPORT,
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky —
and warmer today and tonight
with a high in the upper 80s
and a low in ,the mid 60s. Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
a chance of thundershowers Sat-
urday
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 61, Bowling Green 60,
Paducah 60, Lexington 62 and
London 54.
Evansville, Ind., 62
at uo I nese tones iviean j,Jessamine
SubjPct Of Rev. Paul Lyles FRANKFORT le —Two statetroopers will be assigned to Jes-i 
*amine County by *ate Public
•i
It
Rev. Paul Lyles
b•
"What do these Stones Mean"
was the theme of the talk yes-
terday of Rev. Paul T. Lyles
when he spAke to the Murray
Rotary Club.
Rev. Lyles explained that he
borrowed the idea from Joshua
In the Bible, who piled up the
stones from the bed of the river
Jordan through v.,itich he crossed
into t e Promised Land. Joshua,
he said, told 'the people that
some day their children 'woold
ask, what the slooes meant, and.,
that they should be prepared to
tell them.
in continuing his talk. Rev.
, Lyles told the -Rotarians that
they too -Should stop in their
daily tasks and to look about
them to see just where they
stood and to find the purposes
Fair of their actions.
"We are overloaded with 'trivia
and mechanics - of the times",
he said, "and many times fail
to see the true meaning of
things.'
Rev. Lyles said there-are "four
stones" in modern society which
he would like to explain.
He listed these as the home,
the school, the courthouse and
the church.
The home is highly important,
MUCH ADOABOUT 'TITUS ANDRONICUS'
YUGOSLAV PRESIDENT Tito and wife Jovanka (left) pay a call on Sir Laurence Oilivier and wife
Vivien Leigh in the salon of the National theater in Belgrade, where the Oliviers sfrere starring in
Shakespeare's 'Titus Andrordcua." The COmmuniat chief congratulated them. (International)
9
he said, because it is the most
perfect device known which car-
ries out the will of God. The
home tis made of the man, who
loves anly one womao, the wom-
an who loves only one Man, and
the child, who has the guidance
Of both, he said. The home 'is
the basis of our society, he con-
tinued. He warned that "you
should teach your child in the
home, what you want him to
learn."
The second "stone" the schoCils
were lauded by Rev. Lyles as
the one new idea which emanat-
ed from America for the beneit
of the world. Every child has
the right to enlightenment, he
EaicL am' the public school is
where ..e gets it..
The third "stone- was '.sited
as thn courthouse. The court-
houle is important to our coca-
munjty because it is democracy
in action, Rev. Lyles told the
club. The courthouse stands for
justice for all men, a place where
if you are accused, you have the
right to know your accuser, and
the right to trial.
The final point of his talk
concerned the church as another
"stone" or facet of the commun-
ity.
The church is the one institu-
tion in the community which
tries to interpret the meaning
of life, Rev. Lyles told t h e
Rotarians. The church talks
about God, the difference be-
(Continued on Page Four)
Now
Safey Commissioner Don Slur-
gil who withdrew state police
from he county.
Sturgili said Thursday he had
re-assigned trooper Lewis Babb
to Jesaamine County after meet-
ing with Jessamine Courtly of-
ficials and state Sen. Robert
Guinea& at Nicholasville.
Earner, Sturgill said he with-
drew state police from the coun-
ty because of the "lack of co-
operation" from Jessamine Coun-
ty courts in trying persons ar-
rested for traffic offenses.
Babb recently was transferred
from Jessamine County to Clark
County. Sturgill said he would
assign another ...00per to work
with ribb in Jessamine County.
Giants Win Over
Braves; Tige,rs Lose
In the first game of little
league play last night the Giants
won over the Braves 20-6. Each
team collected five hits. Childress
had two hits for the Giants
and Morton two for the losing
raves. Stubblefield was the win-
ning hurler and Williams the
loser.
The second game saw the
Pirates trounce the Tigers 13-8.
The Pirates connected for six
hits led by Carraway with two.
The losing Tigers managed five
hits led by Grogan nad Roberts
with two each. Oakley was the
winning pitcher and Grogan the
loser.
Last Half Of
Little League
Opens Tonight
The final portion of the LitUe
League opens tonight with the
Cubs host to the Reds and the
Cards naesting the Yanks.
The'Yenks who won the first
half by two games are favored
to cop this p”- t also, despite
the red hot Cubs who surged
from the cellar late in the season
to finish second.
The Babe Ruth League is
locked up like a mint now with
all 4 teams holding a 2-2 record.
The Park League has opened
play and since they field three
teams with the same names
as those in the Ruth circuit, their
titles will be reworded in the
FARGO, N.D., June 21 illi —A
tornado wiped out six children
in one family to boost the death
toll in Thursday night's devastat-
ing twister to at least nine. An-
°pier 105 persons were injured.
PAuthorities desperately sought
BULLETIN
FARGO, N.D. IP 
—D,scovery
of a child's body in the ruins of
a home today raised the death
I list in Thursday night's tornado
here to 10.
to contact t
witness as resembling a "huge
black' arm," swept into the city
from the west shortly before 8
p.m. .t- ,. It roared eastward
and t n veer the 'south
before disappea 
Among the victims were three
sioters, Phylis Munson, 6; Jean-
nette, 5, and Mary Beth, 1. A
fourth daughter of the Gerald
Munson family, Lois Ann, 2, was
injured.
The other four dead, who were
not immediately identified, "in-
cludedtwo children.
250 BuAdingli Battered
Mayor '4Ierschel Lashkowitz
e dead children's estimated that 250 buildings werefather, Gerald Munson, who was
out of town and apparently un-
aware of the tragedy.
Only the mother and one child
of the family of nine survived
the disaster. Both the mother
and her young son, Rickey, were
hospitalized.
The dead children were iden-
tified as Phyllis Munson, 16; Lois
Ann, 8; Darwin, 12, Bradley, 10;
Jeannette 5. and Mary Beth 1.
The mayor ordered the city
under martial law today, turn-
ing over all law enforcement to
five National Guard units which
were rushed here to prevent
looting and aid in the mammoth
cleanup job.
The twister smashed into Far-
go IA. a "huge black arm,"
blastingkrbout 100 square blocks
of 'this Ehty of iis.000 populatiod. ,
Abotet 250 builchngs -were de- j D•
damaged' or flattened by the
twister with most of the damage
on the North Side. The mayor
said total damages would reach
more than one million dollars.
The injured were rushed to
St. Luke's and St. John'a-hospi-
tals. A spokesman at St. Luke's
said "There are emergency beds
all over the building .-- in the
cafeteria and in the corridors."
The Rev. Karl Schraeder, who
watched the twisler, said his
church and a nearby Roman
Catholic Convent were wrecked
by the twister. He ,said the scene
"looked like a battlefield."
He said several nuns came out
of the wrecked convent "carry.
ing injured and holding them
1111.ii the arrival of ambulances."
stroyed or damaged.
Damage was estimated at more
than one million dollars.
Searchers were hamper dur-
ing the night by a 
ed 
 
power failure Passes Away
as the winds tore down electrical
lines and knocked out communi-
cations. Volunteers probing the
debris in foggy weather today
said they feared they would find
additional bodies in the shatter-
ed buildings.
standings in order not to con- . The injured, many of them
fuse the public, critically hurt, jammed the city's
The Standings two hospitals. EmergencY appeals
Little League were issued for blood plasma.
W L Pct. GB The city was plunged into
6 2 .750 darkness a n d communications
4 4 .500 2 were knocked out by the giant
3 5 .374 3 twister as it sliced a jagged path
 3 5 374 through residential districts on
Ba_Lbe Ruth League _the north, west and east sides.
W L Pet. GB
. 3 
GrS:•.rv.liochnmeDnavAisidordCel
reedanuap de-
 -
2 2 .500 
2 2 .500
tachmettt of 200 National Guards-
2 2 .500 men from Camp Grafton,. N.D.,
to the city to aid in patrol and
cleanup duty. They iere joined
G '-.Naval and Air Force reserv-
ists, members of the Pinky Air
Force Base in Fargo, and state 
police. 
1 The tornado, described by One
Yanks 
Cubs
Reds
Cards
Pirates
Tigers .. 
Giants 
Braves 2 2 .500
Park League „
W L Pct
Big Boys 1 0 1.000
Tribe 
 
1' 0 1.000
Bengals 0 1 .000
Orioles 0 1 .000
• ixon
.1. T. Dixon. 44, of Tiptonville,
Tenn., passed away with a heart
attack Thursday at 3 p.m. He
was the son Of Harvey Dixon
and the late Essie Dixon.
Those serviving him are his
wife. Eva Heath Dixon, ii n e
daughter. Mary Jo Dixon, one
son, James E. (Stitch) Dixon, one
brother, Lyman Dixon of Mur-
ray, one niece, Gail Dixon of
Detroit, and his stepmother, Vir-
ginia Dixon.
The body is at his home at
Tiptonvilie. The funeral will be
at 2 p.m. on Saturday, June 22.
Burial will be at Rldgely, Tenn,
FOR THE BIRDS
NEW YORK '18 — Two yellow
flags at the end of runway nine
at LaGuardia Airport warn "Keep
Clear" to planes and toher ma-
rauders. Pheasant eggs hatching
is the refson
United Press Marks 50th.
By JACK V. FOX
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK ,ff! — The United
Press marked its 50th anniver-
sary today with a tribute from
President Eisenhower on thepart
It has played in strengthening
the, free world,-.b' straight re-
porting of the nes+.
On its birthday todaY, the
10.000 men and worriers who
trnaTte up this unique news-
gathering organization were, as
every weekday, sending almost
4 million words of news literally
around tile world.
Their stories and pictures went
to .1,560 newspapers in this coun-
try, were translated into 45 lan-
guages for clients in 71 foreign
nations. They were heard on
radio, seen on television, beamed
lo ships at sea.
nIt' -Press IIA-a7 ToOks baik
on cosiering a turbulent heti
century that started with the
cry. "get a hores," and looks
forward to a tomorrow where
the world seeks in London an
answer to chaining the hydrogen
bomb.
Complex News Coverage,
The world has become so much
smaller in those 50 years., And
the United Press ,and its fellow
news organizations have played
a part in shrinking it. At the
• same time, it has grown iin-
most personalized of the news
agencies and usually the most
hotly competitive. The neavoUS
systems of 4,000 staffers are so
enmeshed that a bulletin from
Hong Kong naakel men jump
from Miami to Seattle.
The spirit is unique. It is
fascinating to watch a former
U. P. man join a gab sassion
with Uni-pressers. Within minu-
tes you will find him using the
pronoun "we" as if he had
never left —and, in a way, he
never does.
On its anniversary. United
Press received congratulations and
greetings from around the globe.
Pope Pius XII sent his felicita-
tions as did leaders of nations
of Europe and Asia.
A Stiff Race
The magazine Newsweek had
this to, say:
"This week, as U. P. celebrates
its 50th anniversary, the second
service (Hearst's featurish Inter-
national News Service is tw
years /ounger) was still runnina
hard to become the first. Many
newsmen thought it was giving
the Associated Press a stiffer
race than its 109-year old rival
had ever experienced."
Said Time:
"The first major U. S. newt&
service to prosper as a commer-
cial updertakihg, the e. P. today
•
Anniversary
is thie wOrld's' most enterprising
wire-news merchant
The U. P. wept.into its second
50 years withSalients, revenue,
personnel and rate of growth all
at an all-time high.
President of United Press to-
day is Frank H. Bartholomew.
Like all U. P. chief executives,
he is basically a newsman with
experience ranging from the
great Cilifornia earthquake of
1925 to World War 11 corres-
pondent in the Pacific and re-
porter at the A-bomb drop at
Bikini.
Main Function Unchanged
Bartholomew. in an anniversary
statement, pledged the U. P. to
experiment with new' mechanical
and electronic systems and ap-
proaches! which will, help solve
the increasing problems and, coma_
plexities of newspaper nublkth-
ing.
"But the principal function is
Unchanged — to provide the
people with the best posiible
coverage of the world in which
we live," he said. "The hews
will have to be gathered end
p4 in shape by trained then
and wcrmen who comprise our
staff "
The magazine Editor & Pub-
lisher. trade journal of the in-
&wiry, in a review of the U. P.'s
first half-century, noted this week
••••
the many "firsts" — among them
using bylines on stories, trans-
mitting featilres on the' leased •
wire, creation of a fast mail
service for background dispatches.
Introduces "Pony" Service
Kent Cooper, Indianapolis bu
reau manager of U. P. later to
be president of Associated Press...
introduced the "pony" service—
reading news by telephone to
(Corionuod. on Page Four)
Firemen Called To
Put Out Mattresses
From Barracks Fire
Firemen were railed last night
to extinguish smoldering mat-
tresses _which had been pulled
out into the yard from one of
the barracks at Murray State
College.'
The mattresses had been Star-
ed in the yard by firemen w4ten
they were called to extinftish
the second of two barracks - to.
'burn ore the campus in less litart
one week.
NI:c damage was done .by thq,.
%blaung mattressen They tw
M 
ig: 14 4,
itS)T1 filierrAtVhiikli is 'girt
difficult to put completely out.
They0,..apparertily had beeh sryink2''
-inn and smoldering since Hie •
fire' on Wednesday night.
•
'moasurably complex and de-
manding of those who cover its
news.
President Eisenhower remark-
ed those facts in his message
of congratulatioos to United Press
on its anniversary. He hailed
a free press- 'as one of the
strongest assets of our way of
life and said:
"By sending arid receiving a
steady stream kit factual news
from around the world, it per-
forms the valuable service Of
participating in the general world
knowledge of the truth and by
so doing strengthens the free
world and its peoples."
Such recognition is a cause
for pride a m o n.g Unipressers
They work in a vast cloud of
anonymity for the most part
,and one crosses they
must bear is the layman's too
frequent question, "Test, but
what newspaper do you work
for?"
Moat Hotly Competitive
The fact is that no newspaper
can gathar;_all the world's news.
That can be approached only
through the intricate web of
newsmen the press association
spins, the 'network of communi-
cations — 400,000 miles of U. P.
leased -Hips in this country alone.
United' Press over the years
has come to be known as the
Mi!
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WE PREACH R OWN FUNERALS Cincinnati 
. 4 4Milwaukee 25
34 27
. • 
, Philadelphia 32 28
32 27
Ministers' New York' 27 33are called on from day to day to "preach a
Brooklyn
funea1for someone who has-passea.away. The fun- Chicago 19 34
,
eral i . reached regardless of the type of life the person Pttsburgh 
22 38
. led and regardless of whether the person has lived a
C .. 
,Yesterday's Results
hristian life. 
This makes it -.difficult for the minister, who is Philadelphia 7 Chicago 2
1
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Move To Load
•• "caught iin the middle'. so to speak. He. has the task of
comforting the relatives and in someway making 'hem.,
feel better, even though they have lost a loved one. The
minister cannot stick to the truth and tell the family that Today's Games
poor so and so, "lived in such a way that 1 am sure that New York at qhicago
he went straight to‘hell". - • Philadelphia at Milwaukee. night
No matter what the minister says at .the funeral. the Pittsburgh at CincinnatiITif
7
people of the comMunity know that the individual_him- Brooklyn 
at St. Louis, mgit iLL
• self has already preached his funeral.
He preached it as he carried on his business and dealt
with his customers. His, funeral was preached with every
word he spo-ke and every act that he committed.
,We do not believe that any man that lives who contin-
ually has compromised with his principles, and indeed
his very, integrjty, but what people will know about it.
Some people are able to hide it longer than others, but American League
the curtain is, drawn aside to reveal his true self, when W L Pct. GB
the proper moment comes and he trades his integrity, and 
principles, for silver and gold, or itS7equivalent.
A man's or woman's life speaks for them far more elo-
quently .thr.i the minister can. The Christian man's acts
and deeds hate already cemented tile opinions of those
who know him, long before his death.
The same,-is true of the Man who lives the definite
anti-Oristiain, life, and the man tVio lives the professed
Christian life.
The professed Christian La the person who came under
the scrutiny of Dr. ii Graham recently He is the per-
son who fills the churches on Sunday for appearance
.sake, then lives his double life the rest of the week. This
I is thet difficult funeral to preach.
This is a man who is a leader of his church, but in
league Waif the devil the i t of the week. lie'itheman
who is pious when the 
e 
time comes, but, justifies
compromise_with aoswasik exe-use, or better yet, ignores It.
He is preaching his funeral too, and no matter what
the minister says, .as this man lays there in the coffin,
he has already preaehed his funeral and those who attend
in' "respect" knew it.
We hate the opportunitty. now, while we are living, to
)reacirli4gkood funeral for oarstIces. We should take ad-
vantage of it.
10 Years Ago This Week
MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD
Pct. GB
588
576 us
557 Ite
532 2
.542 211
450 8
358 121
367 13
New York 4 Milwaukee 3, 12 inns.
Cincinnati 6 Brooklyn 1, night
St. Louis 7 Pittsburgh 4, night
Tomorrow's Garnet
New Yerk at. Chicago
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
Brooklyn at St. Louis
Chicago
New York
Cleveland
Detroit
Boston
Baltimore
Max Hurt, executive secretary of Murray's Chamber
Commerce, ecame the first subscriber to yet a year's
.,subseription tTo ihic new Ledger & Times daily paper
Thursday when he catne, to the -office and paid 12-months
in advance.
At the same time his daughter Mrs. Van Bogard Dunn,
Durham, N. C.. becalir'e thJ•seconti'sobscriber.
George Ed Overby, Murray attorneyatrid Calloway
County V. F. %V. commander, said today tha -he will for-
mally announce his: candidacy for the Kentucky' senate,
an 'June 26.
I. Maupin reported this mT•ning that _a 1941 Chev-
rolet club coupe belonging tILhim was stolen from his
garage last night. Maupin 'rite:, approximately eight
miles film ;IlurraY tlie East highway.
.The subidistriet meetig of the MIFF Will be held at
the Kirksey Methodist - Church on Monday night at 13
O'clock, it was announced. •
The meettng trill be the first with the new president,
Duel Burkeen. Everyone is urged to attend.
Permission to erect a 46,2011 wboleeale.and retail feed
store ii?r L. F. Thurmond. Murray. was among 41 projects
approved' this woeek :by the Office of Housing, Exped-
itor, Lou.isville. •
_
Stmg Of insect
Kills Club Woman
:'he Da.
Ilea}tf,
day that fte Aistg ot
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APPROVE DEFENSE BUILDUP
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37
36
31
32
26
20
22
27
28
31
33
649
.621
634
.533
483
441
AEC Nominees
Joan S. Gramun
614
61/2
9L2
12
John F. Floberg
TWO FORMER Truman adminis-
tration men are President Ei-
senhower's nominees for the
Atomic Energy commission.
John R. Graham, a former as-
sistant Treasury secretary, now
Is a financial consultant in
Washington. John F. Floberg,
a former assistant Navy secre-
tary, is a Washington attorney.
Graham would fill vacancy
caused by death of John Von
Neumann. and Floberg would
succeed Thomas E. Murray,
who has been a center of policy'
controversy. (leteritationol)
.Kansas City 25 34 .424 I3
Washington 21 42 .333 19
Yesterday's Results
New York 3 Detroit 1
Baltimore 4 Chicago 1
Yiastungton 9 Kansas city 4
Boston 9 Cleveland 7
Today's Games
'Cleveland at Washington, night
Kansas City at Boston, night
Detritit at Baltimore, night
Chicago at New Yorke night
Tomorrow's Games
Cleveland at Was-tun/Ion
Chicago at New York
Kansas City at Boston
Detrpt at Baltimore, night
ti rick Urges
Govenuneut
Stay Out
By-TOM NELSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON — Baseball
Comms.siuner Ford Frick,. urging
the government to keep its hands
off baseball, disclosed today he
has recommended-a drastic change
in the rules for drafting minor
league players.
Under his plan any player
kept in the' nunurs for four
years would become subject to
"unrestricted draft" by aay of
the 16 major league teams. To
protect minor league clubs, there
would be some adjustment of.
draft prices.
Frick revealed his proposal in
a statement prepared for a House
Judiciary subcommittee which is
considering a series of bills deal-
ing with, the anti-trust status-
of professional spurts.
Frick said the Major League
Executise Council is rees,mmend-
ing the change to the American
and National Leagues. He added
tha:, be believed it would be
considered favorably by the leag-
ues at their next legislative
nueetiels, in December.
Third League Predicted
Frick; fighting to head off
legislatiiin curbing baseball, also
predicted that a third major
league will be organized "in the
foreseeable future." He made
the forecast in discussing tle•
curernt proposal fi4r the Bruokly
Dodgers New York Glans_
to move rthe West Coast. .
The Muse ceeemittee a I
heard from Rep. A. S. Herloh_
Jr. (D-Fla)a ' former min.
League official and one - ttr..,
"good field-no hit" first has. --
man in the minors. He as.
that subjecting baseball to th ,
anti-trust laws would do the
,game "irreparable injury." .
• Baseball's exemption from the
laws stems from a 1922 Supreme
Csuurt decision.. However, the
court ruled last February that
the same exemption did not
apply to . professional football.
'The February decision, resulted
in a rash of bills, in Congress
ranging Crean one to exempt
all sports to • another to bring
therh all under theryanti-trust
statutes.
Defended Reserve Clause
Frick said baseball would be
set back 50 -years'. if it was
forced to operate, inuier• the re-
stficttve 'laws. He defended the
game',,. reserve clause and its
. system of • assigning territorial
rights. ter mailer league clubs as
•he -keynotee•' ia eanized base-
JACOB D. BEAM (above) is
President Eisenhower's nomi-
nee to succeed retiring Joseph
E. Jacobs as ambassador to
Poland. Beam, 49, a foreign
service man since 1931, current-
ly Is deputy assistant secretary
pf state. ( I ottarnattonai)
ball.
But he took note of bralcisni
that the game's • present laws
allow one club 'to keep players
in the minors indefinitely just
to keep them away from rival
teams. He said, he proposed the
revised player draft rule to elim-
inate any such "unfairness."
Hertong said that blInketing
baseball tinder the anti-trust laws
could result tn-"abolition or sub-
stantial limitation" of the reserve
clause binding a player to one
team unless he is traded or
sold. •
DAIRY - BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division
These coal, es are tasty Out they • _would taste a
lot Ter
W,th a cool glass of
Sunburst M Is
t • ,
4
Without the reserve clause, he
said a minor lea 5 u e could
not control, its players' contracts
said, a inisuir league team could
and would lose an important
source of income since it could
not sell promising men to the
inaeurs.
Frick agreed that there' would
be a chaotic ecrarnbie' for players
without the. clause. ,
WANTED: SOOTED BEAT'
•
CHICAGO — POIce hope
to solve a burbulasy by finding
an intoxicated man with a big
black spot on the seat of his
pants. He 'also may be armed.
A burglar entered a tavern by
sliding down a- coal chute and
stole two antique muskets and
35 bottles of whisky, police said.
Four years age, the USS
Manchester and L'SS Nicholas
steamed into Wunsan Harbor and
shekel north Korean positions.
6
Dickson And Musial Team
Up To Turn Back Clock
By FRED DOWN is the fourth
United Press Sports Writer
Merry Dickson and Stan Mu-
sial, the lady members of the
last St. keiuis Sardinel pennaat
winner still with'the team, hare
turned back the clock 11 years
to play a vital part in a .750-
drive that's carried tke current
Redbirds lnto a half-game lead
in the National League scramble.
Dickson turned in his fourth
victory of the month as the Car-
dinals beat the Pittsburgh., Pi-
rates. 7-4, Thursday night while
Musial stretched h is hitting
streak to 20 games. The Cardi-
nals have roared along at a 15-
5 pace this month with Musial
batting at a .400-clip and driv-
ing in 19 runs in the 20 games.
The Cardinals had the aid of
the New York Giants, w h o
knocked the Milwaukee ,Braves
out of first place with a 4-3 de-
cision—In 12 innings. The Cio-
cinnati Redlegs vaulted from
fifth to third place when they
whipped the Brooklyn Dodgers,
6-1, arid the 'Philadelphia Phil-
lies beat the Chicago Cubs, 7-2,
In 'the other N.L. games.
yanks Extend Streak
The New York Yankees ran
their lengest winning streak of
the campaign to seven games
with a 3-1 win over the Detroit
Tigers. and moved to within f'tA
games of the American League
lead when the Baltimore Orioles
heat the first - place Chicago
White Sox, 4-1. The Boston Red
Sox downed the Cleveland In-
dians, 9-7, and 'the Washington
1Senaters defeated the KansasCity Athletics, 9-4, in ether A.L.activity. The Yankees and White
' Pinot open a four-game battle
for the lead at Yankee -Stadlitm
toniget. '
The 41-year-ok1 Dickson limit-
ed the flimsies to ta) runs , and
se tito hits before retiring • with
a stiff arm after eight innings.
Mullis'. who doubled in the first
Inning to keep his streak intact,
drove in one run with a sacrifice I
fly in the sixth. Dickson . beat ,
the Dodgers in the pennant -
clinching playoff game while
Musial hit a mere .365 back in
1946 when the Cardinals last
won a pennant.
The Giants beat the, Braves I
when Gail Harris tripled in the
12th and, sored oa -Johnny 1,9-
tonelles sacrifice fly. It was only
BEAUTIFUL WEATHER Is Here Now!
BEAUTIFUL CARS Are Here Now!
WONDERFUL LOW PRICES
ARE HERE NOW!
AT HUGO'S
1955 BUICK CENTURY —
4 Door Hardtop, like new.
1956 CHEVROLET POWERGLIDE —
4 Door Sedan, R & H. A beautiful two-tone
Automobile.
1955 FORD VICTORIA — With all the extras.
1955 CHEV. BEL-AIRE — Loaded and is Tip-Top.
1955 FORD FAIRLANE SEDAN — with extras.
1954 FORD — 4 door with extras and is priced right.
1953 CHEVROLET — 2 door, extra clean inside
and out.
1953 PONTIAC CATALINA — Loaded with
merit, a beauty.
1951 CHEVROLET — 2 door witk
mission — tip top,
andard trans-
1950 FORD —'49 FORD,--,-- '49 STUDE. —
'48 CHE.V. — 50 P OUTH — All Real Cheap
1955 FORD — n, eight cylinder TRUCK —
Tip- Top C6isdition
1951 V., I Ton PICK-U• P — Radio and Heater,
ally Owned.
GUARANTEED FINE AUTOMOBILES
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales
Fast Mein Murray, Ky.
-Id,
victory of the season
for Antonelli but marked the
third straight time he beat his
exteamrnates. Ed Mathews and
Bill Bruton homered for the
Braves.
Wally Post blasted a grand-
slam homer in the fourth inning
and Brooks Lawrence pitched an
eight-hitter to lead the RedIngs
to their second straight win over
the Dodgem Gus Bell also hum-
ered for Cincinnati while Duke
Snider hit No. 12 for Brooklyn.
Harvey Haddix pitched a sev-
en-hitter and collected three
singles as the Phillies held fourth
place with their' victory. over the
Cubs. Ernie Banks hit his 13th
homer for the Cubs. Don Kaiser
suffered his fifth loss.
Mantle Boosts Average
Bob Turley pitched a tie-hit-
ter and struck nut eight fop the
Yankees. The loss went to-Ftank
Lary, who beat the Yankees' five
times last year. Mickey Mantle
went 1-f -a and lifted his lea-
gue-leadipg batting average to
.378.
Brooklyn castoff Billy Loes
won his seventh game fur Balti-
more with a seven-bitter that
handed the White Sox their
eighth defeat in 14 games. Bob
Boyd delivered key singles as
the Orioles soared two rutis in
both the first and second innings
to chase rookie Bill Fischer.
Billy Klaus and Jackie Jensen
bed three has each to pace a
14-nit Red Sox attack that car-
ried Dave Sister to his fifth
victory. Blocky Colavite homered
and Vat ..tertz hit three doublei
for the Indians. The loss went to
111 eRt/C0
Early Wynn and squarPcf his
record at 8-8.
Pinch-hitter Art Schalt's 'laid- •
run doable and Pete' Runners'
two-run single were the b i g
blows of - a
inning rally
Senators to
losing streak.
ed his fifth
McDermott 
five-run seventti-
that etabled • the;
snap a four-am
Pedro Ramos gam-
win while Mickey
suffered his ird
defeat.
Podres
Only Pulled
Muscle
BROOKLYN NI —Johnny Pod-
yes' arm trouble was diagnosed
ioday as a -Tendon puil • near
his elbow, but the Brooklyn
Dodgers' southpaw was told that
no surgery will be necessary.
Podres, who flew he-re from
Cncinnati two 'days ago when
X-rays showed an inflammation
in his left arm, will reensin
in Brooklyn for heat treatill•nts
Fight Results
_ By UNITED PRESS
LOS ANGELES — Ike Chest-
nut, 127½, New York, stopped
Kid Anahuac. 1271/2, Mexico City.
Tirty-seven years ago, the
Navy's first aircraft carriegb was
named USS Langley.
/VV. COM° Z. ,A4
Opens 6:45 - Start Dusk • Two Shows Nitely
FRI - SAT —.TWO TOP THRILLERS
FROM M-G-M
IN SIAZING4 COLOR!
Marauders
N inRICHARIS
11111M JANA lErS
-Lararal
SPECIAL LATE SHOW- S
A DRAMA
DF TEEN.AGE
Tenor "
GLENN FORD
`NNE FRANCIS • LOUIS CAtHERN
"G
S •NLY
11:30 P. M.
S OF PLEASURE"
URLESQUE AS YOU LIKE IT —
Admission 50c
SUNDAY — MONDAY
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FISHING REPORT
Water: 70 degrees and clear.
Kind of Fish biting now:
Bass are being caught on sur-
face plugs. Vrelling is also paying
off. Size of. catches are good.
Creppie are being caught on
minnows. Size of catches are
lair.
Striped bass are being caught
on spoons, and spinners, also
trolling. Size is good.
Bream or bluegill Aire being
LURES
TO
CATCHES
by JIM DUMAS
Donna Tolley zoomed to the
top as the overall point leader
this week with entries in the
Class B Division's catfish and
largemouth bass classes.
She had previously entered in
the stripe bass class and' this
'week's IDATCH'ES netted the
4 120 points with no other entries
accounted for in the women's
division. •
Donna holds both firs) and
second plaice- lh the large and
smallmuuth bass class with twin
catches of 4 pounders, which
is perfectly legal and she will
continue to lead until another
lady hooks at least a 4 pound
• lounce
She became the first person to
turn in a cat with a 5 lb. 7
ounce channel. LURED with a
minnow. Both bass were taken
with the busy White Bomber.
tt,
Her husband Charles has
strengthened the family tradi-
tion by adding a 3 pound chan-
nel cat to take a shaky lead
in the Class A Men's division.
He haze. replaced Dr. Harry
Sparks. veto has led since .The
seemed week of the contest.
Tolley has'65 to 35 for the MST
educator.
Tolley holds the first place
lead in the stripe class with a
1 3/4 lb. CATCH and also first
place in tbe catfish category for
his accumulated total. Sparks'
largemouth leads that class with
35 first place points. Joseph
Crawford as the twenty points
for *coed place there with a
4 idiund 10 ounce largemouth.
Gus •Garable leads in Crappie
caught on live bait with a 2 le
pouller good for first place. and
35 paints. Earnest Clevenger has
a total of 30 points, with second
place in the "riper class (20)
IF and paving sent in a photo (10).
Den Maupin heads the Class C
Junior division with an overall
of 33 points made possible, by
his e2 pound largemouth bass,
the iohe entry of the division.
wormy Coal & Ice is having a
hot time 1110 pp ng ice to a large
wale dal fisherman from
• Cat- k who picks up cat-
nice local lake fishermen
wive 6 week to carry north.
Thai have a balanced stock of
all ..types fishing equipment.
caught on red worms and small
popping bugs. Size of catches are
excellent.'
Catfish are being caught on
cut bait, worms and shrimp.
Size of catches are excellent.
Parties Catching Fish
Louis Trent of Kenlake Hotel
has had a good week bass fish-
ing. Eli Shroeder et Indianapolis,
Indiana, came in with a nice
string of crappie and 11 striped,
bass.
John W. Lyles of St. Louis
caught 8 nice bass, the largest
weighing 41,e pounds. James Os-
walt of Fayette, Alabama. came
in with 15 crappie and one bass
weighing 6 pounds.
Outlook for 'the Week: Bass
fishing is still the best. The
water is clear and surface plugs
will pay off -pow. The willow
flys have come in, and if the
, wind will let up, this will be
one of the best fishing weeks
we've had for some time. I
believe I can truthfully say you
can find excellent fishing for
the next few days. So come on
down for the time is now.
Honest John
Alit pie sun is beaming down
hot on (he lake now and be-
wa is he who passes by Stub-
bletr Ida Grocery at Concord
wi a straw hat.
0 It is estimated that there epre
abeit 22 million dogs in the
U. 6. of which about 3 5 million
are' pedigreed. More than 110
breds are recognized and shown.
•
..e-fitiiinty fishermen are caution-
ed not to be alarmed if they
happen to see a "task force"
stegrning south early in August.
It .ill not be the Union navy
buC only the Clarksville Boat
Try .Trolling
Close For Change
Untçss it's 'necessary to let
out a milt of line to' get down
to the. desired depth, troll with
a short line.
Why troll close?
Doesn't the motor scare fish?
These are the questions most
frequently .asked by anglers when
it is suggested they use a short
line for trolling.
•The answer to the first ques-
tion ie simply this — statistics
indicate that a short line will
catch more fish than a long
one. What about the motor?
Contrary to some thought on the
subject, evidence indicates that
the slowly revolving prop of
an idling outboard attracts more
fish than it scares. Yes, fish
are attracted to the moving water
of a prop wash in the same
way that they are attracted to
a riffle spilling into a pool.
Don't forget, moving water
-usually means food e- to a fish,
Vat is.
So. try trolling close.
Club's annual four day cruise to
Paris Landing.
The flotilla wilt have no less
than 12 boats manned by men,
women and kids who will depart
from Clarksville up the Cumber-
/land River Aug. 8. They well
proceed on to the Ohio, entering
the mouth uf the. Tennessee and
down the Tennessee via Eggners
Ferry Bridge to Paris. '
In case you'retimed, fishin
is getting much better
the lake as the willow fly eason
develops.
Trolling ,SeCcionpuugs for strip-
ers have been producing good
catches, say Murray Coal & Ice,
Stubblefield's Grtscery and other
sponsors.
Good catches were hauled in
by Cy Williamson of Hoptown on
the Hula Popper. OA Fritz, Bill
Fritz, Jack McQueen and Don
King scored good catches on the
Hell Bender. They also had an
8 pound catfish on their LURE.
Clams from fresh water make
excellent bait for yellow perch.
So Why not try them for other
warm water species, too-bass,
for instance. I'm tempted to try.
Trolling should usually be
done slowly. Admittedly there
are times when a LURE dashing
through water will take fish, but
most anglers err by trolling too
rapidly, rather than teu slowty
a light breeze will impart plenty
of action to a LURE.
Thirty-three years ago, the
Navy began moving personnel
and equipment into the Missis-
sippi Valley to assist in flood
relief work which continued
through June 16.
IRVIN COBB RESORT, Inc.
ROUTE 6
Turn Off Highway
94E Near Murray
COTTAGES - SAND 'BEACH
COMPLETE DOCK
FACILITIES
BOATS • MOTORS
BAITS - GAS - OIL
PICNICING FACILITIES
‘'h
— FISHING F AND NO MOSQUITOS —
URANT_ SERVES -DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES
•
......— -- • -
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Water Skiing
•
6
Looms to Top as
DETERMINING the proper ski length depends on the
weight of the skier. Skis generally range from ,5 to 6
feet, accommodating ranges in weight from 50 to 225
pounds. .
FIRST LESSON for the beginner is given on the beach.
Here the skier is pulled from a squatting position, lean-
ing slightly back and holding tow bar with arms firmly
outstrelched in the same manner as starting in the water.
WET RUN is repeated as it wa:-. done on. the beach unel
the beginner develops a "feel" and a proper starting ,
stance. Here the tow line is just beginning to pull the
student out of her starting tiosition.
Leading Fun-Sport
HARNESS made of rubber holds the foot securely to the
ski. The harness is easily adjustable. Novices are urged
to try the harness for size and comfort before getting
their feet wet.
GAINING speed, the tow boat pulls the skier to the
surface in a smooth start-off. The' skier leans slightly
back and keeps ski tips ang10.--up to preterit "digging."
Process may include a pufnber of submersions, which
should not discouryereihe student.
IT'S SAFETY THAT COUNTS — t.pedally for the small
fry. A seasoned skipper knows the wisdom of keeping
youngsters clad in life jackets, even though the moppets
are proficient swimmers."
Poison Clears Newest Lake
In TVA Series In Valley
TIGHTLY -PACKED as tinned
salmon—that's closer than sar-
dines—were automobiles of an
estimated 30,000 trout hungry
persons attending Operation Big
Poison on the Little Tennessee
river last week end.
Although dsappointng Itti the
multitude, few prize fish wire
brought up by the poisons rp-
Vied at stream bed level and
Trom a hoveing helicopter.
It proved correct, though, the
analysis of the Calderwood dam
tailwaters—about 75 per cent
rough fish—in waters that should
support ONLY trout fishing. •
Execution of Operation Big
Poison was superbly timed with
completion of work on a pen-
stock in the new Chilhowee dam.
The newest of Alcoa's dams
operated in co-operation with
TVA will be impounded next
month. The poison was suffic-
iently dilute, and a 95 per cent
kill acomplished by the time the
waters were released.
Biologically free of undesi e
fish, Chilhowee will r ive a
preliminiry stockin rout, both
rainbow and br s, some 75,000
of them n with, next
month.
ogisl Price Wilkins, ; who
eineered Operation Big Poison.
and Don Pfitzer of the U. S.
Isiah and Wildlife Service, ex-'
pest rapid growth in the new
10-mile Lake Chilhowee reser-
voir. "Good fishing by next
spring," is their forcast.
This was believed to be the
largest biological fish poisoning.
ever attempted east of, the Miss•-•
issippi, certainly the fastest.
Huge crowds were (equaled,
but nothing like those which
showed up. The mission would
have been impossible to .accom-
plish without the helicopter Col.
George Simler sent over from
Sewart air force base at Smyrna.
Efforts to keep travel lanes on
twisty-Route 129 open for trans-
portation of poisoning supplies
hogged down ewes'. (thee partial
poisoning would have been
sible if Maj. brigg Hartley • pt.
W.. M. Garner and S Crosby
Smith hadn't fro • upply mis-
siotts - to' bac •p operators as
well • as raying inaccessible
areas m tiee big tWo-blaeled
A. elicopter.
Although warned that the f$h
would be predominantly of the
rough variety, fishermen who
find the wily. ',rout dificult to
teke turned . out en masse in
hopes of taking home strings of
rainbow, brown and brook trout.
rt was estimated more.. than 50,-
000 pounds of fish were taken
with (mly 15 per cent checked
In.
E N X
SPORTING GOODS
on Concord Highway
SCOTT-ATwATER MOTORS
BOATS - MINNDWS - FISHING
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS -.GAS
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERy EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS
—
• .
Division Classes
1. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
artificial or live bait
2. Crappie caught on live bait--
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
4. Bluegill caught on artificial or live bait
5. Catfish caught on pole or line
O. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live bait
Rules
s
41. The contest is divided into
tame divisions, Class A — men;
Cuss B I— women; Class C —
minors skho have not reache
their 18th birthday. Each ss
will be awarded a gra prize
for the individual piling the
greatest numbes, points at .the
conclusion f -the contest.
2. T person in each class
obtains the greatest number
points from all divisional
Classes will be declared winner
of the contest in their respective
class and *warded. the grand
prize. All other 1st and 2nd class
winners will receive prizes as
indicated.
3. Points will be• awarded up-.
bn the basis of the largest fish
by weight with the entrants be-
ing notified each week through
the Ledger & Times Fishing
News.
4. I
Points
lst-35 2nd-20
1st-35 2nd-20
1st-35 2nd-20
lst-30 2nd-15
lst-30 2nd-15
lst-35 2nd—
of a tie, earliest
en wins.
5. Contest open to fish caught
between May 3 and August 12,
inclusive.
6. The object of the contest is
to enter as many times as pos-
sible in each division class and
thus acquire the greatest possible
number of points so as to win
the grand prize.
7. No one connected with the
Ledger & Times, any sponsors
or commercial fishermen, or
Kentucky Lake guides will be
eligible to receive any prizes.
8. Entry blanks may be (Ilse
tained at any Sponsoring, bustnesi
house whose ad appears in the
Fishing Section of the Ledger &
Times each Friday, or direct
from the pages of this paper.
The fun and thrills of water
skiing are enjoyed today by more
than •1,000,000 Americans. A di-
rect outgrowth of the nation's
number one participation sport,
outboard boating, water „akiitte
is also rated one of the simplest
sports, to master. It may look
difficult, but experts say that
students from seven to 70 have
learned the tricks in just a few
short lessons. -
With some 16,000,000 Ameri-
cans taking to the water for a
summer of outboard cruising fun,
more thousands will enter the
water ski ranks this season—
thanks to a couple of carefree
French Alpne troopers who en-
joyed a leave on the Riviera
back in the 1920's.
The troopers insisted on tak-
ing their skis with them to the
Mediterranean resort. With no
snow, they .experimented with
skiing on the water. It worked.
Prior to World War II, water
skiing was limted to expensive,
heavy craft, but with the post
war sAvent of low cost, light-
weight otitboard boats and out-
board motors in wide hosepower
ranges, the sport has mushe
roomed with still no end in sight.
"Anyone who really wants to,
tan /earn to water ski," says
Bruce Parker, holder of some
40 national and international
water skiing titles.
Often a single '20-minute les-
son is enough to convey the fun-
damentals of the sieoree..-Parker
says, adding Tat many times a
newcomer can .be prepared for
competiton, --fitter only two
month.---Stensive practice.
As with snow skiing, selection
of proper skis is the first, and
perhaps the most important tstep.
Parker cffers this Liable for the
selection of proper water skis:
If the student is between 50
and 120 pounds, a ski 5 feet 6
inches long is required between
120 and 160 pounds, a 5 foot 9
inch ski s required; and between
160 and 225 pounds. a ski length
of 6 feet 3 inches is necessary.
The class room for the first
instruction is the beach.
The student, Felker says,
should put on the skis and then
sit on them with the legs bent
tight against the chest. Then a
trained skier should hand the
seated student a tow line and
pull the student up to a squat-
ting position.
By repeating this procedure a
number of times, the novice wli
soon get the "feel" of the, start-
ing position so he'll properly
relax and learn to flex his legs
just a she will when starting in
the water,
With this step mastered, Par-
ker sees, wet rune" should be.,
started. There will, of course, be
a number of sudden, perhaps
unexpected submersion:, but in
a short period gf time the student
will be on his feet—for good, en-
joying the fun of slicing acoas
the water's surface.
Here, in a &seem: of potos,
Parker, "the old pro," shows :he
step-by-step method of skiing or
tewater—and staying there.
ase
Murray Coal & Ice Co.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE CHESTS
- • -
BOTH CRUSHED
and BLOCK ICE
-.-
- 424 So. 4th St. —
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR LIVING!
•
•••••
•
a
L.,
QUITE A FEAT
LAKELAND, Fla, all e-ecrelice
today sought a .woreeian-With big
feet. Shoe salesmeati E. R. Erskine
reported someone stole six pairs
of woman's shoes, each worth
$23 --from his parked car. He
d all six pairs were size 12's.
PAM! -TTIREII
Salt Talk
To the landlubber a log be-
longs in a fireplace; rails are for
trains: stems go with daisies and
a head is what he has on his
shoulders. But to the' mill;ons
enjoying the nation's most popu-
lar sport—outboard cruising —
these terms have a salty flavor
which goes with boating.
ABAFT. .Towards the stern; be-
hand.
ABEAM Used in reference to
the positon of ad object; at right
angles to te fore-and-aft (center)
line of the boat.
ABOARD ..On board; a person
is aboard when he is on the boat.
AFT At or near the stern: the
middle of the boat.
ASTERN_ .Behind the boat;a boat
is going astern when it moves
backward.
BARNACLE. A form of marine
life whic grows on ships: bot-
toms in salt water.
BEAM „,.Greatest width of the
boat.
BELAY. A previous order; also
a line is belayed when made fast.
BELOW. In the cabin or under
the main deck.
BEND. Lines are not tied to-
gether; you bend two pieces of
line together.
BILGE The bottom of the bcoti--
where the lower sides elheet.
BINNACLE The pr9tertive cas-
ing for the compost" •
BITTER END. Extreme end it
a line.
WEATHER OR FISH P
Whether or not to star off
on a day of boating is a questicn
whch frequently depends on the
weather.
While local newspapers, radio
and TV stations and offices of
the U. S. Weather Bureau pro-
vide up-to-date forecasts, the
Evinrude Boating Foundation of-
fers these reliable barometer
reading forecasts:
1. Wind in the easterly quad-
rant, barometer falling: foul
weather on the way. (If afloat,.
head for shore; if ashore, stay
there.)
2. Wind shifting to the west-
ward, barometer rising: clearing
and fair.
3. Steady, slowly rising bar-
ometer: settled weather.
4. Steady, slowly falling bar-
ometer: unsettled or wet.
5. Rapidly falling barometer
clear and windy.
6. Rapidly falling barometer:
storm approaching
Night Fishermen
Have Inside Track
.FRANKFORT IUS —Night fish-
ermen hold the inside track at
Kentucky's major. lakes today,
state Department of Fish and
Wildlife- Resources spokesmen
said.
_ The departmece reported that
fishing in the major lakes has
slowed for the past few days. al-
though many bass and crappie
still are being caught in the ear-
ly morning hours between 1 a.m.
and dawn.
Strewn' fishermen report bet-
ter 'IlLite tvith' good catches be-
low the lockirfrand darns. Ken-
tuckyt River reportedly has pro-
some fine white ban,
fish and drum.
Crappie remained the best
catch at Lake Cumberland, al-
though the take is smaller than
usual.
White bass continued to rank
No. 1 at Kentucky Lake, with
good catches made on casting,
trolling and jumping.
STUBBLEF1ELD'.S GROCERY
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries
I,. Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing Lic-
ense - Soft Drinks
— 
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS —
Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest
Your family
will favor
our fine food
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food ...
- visit -
SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE 
*
„,
,-....,,VM11,111!•616,e1161661•666walle
•
•
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Social Calendar
Monday, Juzie 24
The Amencsua Legion Auxili-
ary will meet at seven-thirty
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Earl
Nanny on Farris Avenue....
• • • •
The Young Women's Class of
the First Baptist Church will
have a family picnic at the City
Park at six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday, June 25
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
o'clock .
• • • •
Tuesday, June 26
The Lydian Class of the First
Baptist Church will have a fam-
ily picnic at the home of Mrs.
Owen Billington at sit - thirty
o'clock. Groups I and U will
be in charge.
• • • •
Thursday: Joe, 27
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Clyde
Downs at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Isis Martha Stegner has re-
turned from a week's vacation
in Daytona Beach. Florida.
• • • •
Miss Ada Saywell of worth
Alabama arrived on Wednesday
to be the house guest of e'a and
Mrs. J. I. Simmons of Murray.
• • • •
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Moore of
Miami, Fla., has been the recent
guest of her parents, Mx. and
Mrs. Hood Hopson. Tar Hopson
and family of Wasiengtor_ have
also been the guest of his par-
ents. They also visited Mr. and
Mrs. Gil Hopson arid Mrs Rczel-
la Outland while here. Nils.
Moore and Mrs. Hood Ilepson
have left by plane for Woodland.
Wastungtoret for a visit with
their brother _and son, John
Thomas Hopson and family. They
will go from there to Laguna
Beach. California, to visit Mrs.
Mrs. Baron Elkins
& Mrs'. Sans Rogers .
Present Lesson --
The Pottertown Homernakers
Club held its regular meeting at
the City Park on Tuesday. June
11. at ten-thirty o'clock in the
morning. -
Mrs. Huron Elkins and Mrs.
Sam Rogers presented the main
lesson for the day on 'Making
of Aluminum Treys.” Eight trays
were completed during the work
period.
The president, Mrs. W. A.'
Ladd, presided at the meeting.
New officers were elected as
follows: Mrs. Rozelia Outland,
president; Mrs. Hood Hopson,
vice-president; Mrs. J. C. Mc-
Cuiston, secretary - treasurer;
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale • and
Mrs. Huron Elkins. major project
leaders; Mrs. Lucy Boatwright
and Mrs. Bryan Overcast.
lesson leaders; Mrs. L. llo.bertson.
membership; Mn. „„ljt:': A. Ladd,
recreation and- -Weeding; Mrs.
3aen iinspeca. gardening and land-
-soapier.- Miss Kate ,Meluien.
ty; Mrs. Sam Rogers. citi-
zenship.
At the noon hour a potluck
lunch was served to the nine
members and two visitors, Mrs.
Hoyt McClure and Miss Norma
Fay Ragsdale-
Hopson's sister. Mrs. Melia He-
tes.
• • • •
Mrs, Eat Hule and her father,
E. J. "Daddy" Trail. were in
Memphis, Tenn., Wednesday for
a business trip.
• • • •
Jerry Don s the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. •Robert Eugene
Nance of Murray Route Four
for their son, weighing seven
pounds 15 ounces, born on Sun-
day. Jute. 9, at the Murray Hos-
pital.
WHEN COWS COME HOME
VERONA, Italy art — Sante
Peghellpru. a 65-year old farmer,
was about to report the disap-
pearance of one of his cows
to police when he found it fast
asleep—on h:s bed,
ibere froin
via beauty spei -61 i s
bto ,d1W, beW beAus9
JUNE 24 thru 28th
FOR FREE APPOINTMENT
Are you making theinost Of
 your 
features?If 
 
,
not. here's your chance to 
learn the "do's and docetsf
in make-up and hair 
styling. An Expert trom 
DuBarry
is here to chart an analysis 
just for you. She'll study.:*
your face type, your skin to
ne, your hair line...
and send you home with a 
personalized "prescription"'
for a new. and lovelier y
ou. Don't miss your chance.,
for a "salon" lesson in beau
ty. Conic in today. .
-- 
•
, its COITI plimentary, of cou
rse.:
• p. 8. And be sure to ask abont.
new Vibrance Creme Masqu
e.'
It's a new continental formula
that's entirely different from
anything you've ever used..
SCOTT'S
DRUG
SUMMER COMPANIONS
FROM SPRING THROUGH S
UMMER, what more perfect com-
panions— the handsoim Dodge and the cool
 feminine Gibson Girl blouse
with its huge puffed eltimpos of delicate Schiffii embroidery in an e
yelet
and flower design by Ake Stuart_ Besides its apparent b
eauty, it's also
a blend of Dacron and calm making it a d
rama to launder and witb no
pressing required. 
us
• 4.
Stork Shower Given
For Mrs. Williams
At Stagner Home
Mrs. Odell Williams was hon-
ored recently with a lovely stork
shower by Miss Martha J. Steg-
ner at her home on South Ttur-
!eenth Street
The honoree was presented a
corsage Of pink rosebuds. She
was the recipient of many love-
ly and useful gifts which she
opened from an improvised cra-
dle which was placed before the
fireplace.
Games, in keeping with the
occasion, were played with the
prizes being awardekd to: Mrs.
Ternmye D. Taylor. Mrs. George
A. Hewitt, Mrs. Bobby Grogan,
and Mrs. Will Ed Stokes.
Refrestunents were served frorn
the beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a lotely lace cloth
centered with an arrangement of
pink and blue candles.
Guests present were eleedames
James Puckett. George Fielder,
James Payne, Bob Melugin. Cecil
Fitts, Tornmye Taylor, Vernon
Anderson. Herne- Brooks, B. J.
Stegner, Earl Steele, Fred Mc-
Cord. L,amon Lovett, Will Edd
Stokes. Harold Houston, Bobby
Grogan, Thomas Houston. Geese
Hewitt, Troy Geunn, Matue Out-
land. E. B. Williams. Harold
Grogan. LeRoy Eldndge: Misses
Katie Linn, Sue Marshall. Euva
Nell B,,ggess. Sandra Searfos,
Ruby Erwin. and Sue Mahan.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were: Mesdames Burton
Young. John Buchanan. George
Hart, Darrell Mathie Esc,  Gun-
ter, Oury King. Alfred Williams,
Almotis Steele. Euphrey Cohoen,
Phillip Murdoek, Herbert Coch-
ran, Elbert Houston, Gene Lan-
dolt. J. D. Roberts, and Mr.
Walter Elkins. 
•
• • • •
FLAVOR TO FLAVOR
CHICAGO JP — Two 17-year
old girls working in a -local
ice cream parlor think their
boss is a good scout. The girls,
Ruth Toerner and Sharon And-
erson. wear roller skates on the
job because -it makes It easier
to get from the chacalete to the
vanilla. The boss never has
ceTplained.
iflickept Home Scene
Of Regular Meeting
Of Circle V WSCS
Mrs. Lawrence Rickert opened
her home on Waldrop Drive for
the meeting of Circle V of the
WSCS of the First Baptist Church
which was held Monday even-
ing, June 17.
The program was given by
Mrs. John Sammons. The devo-
tion was read from Psalms and
portions of Isaiah. The subject
of the program was "Resurgence
Of World Religion and the need
for the deepening of our Faith."
Mrs. Sammons closed the
meeting with a beautifuly pray-
er.
Refreshments were served by
tieo hostess to the members and
one guest.
• • • •
Mrs. Fred Gingles
Hostess For Meet
North Murray Club
Mrs. Fred Gingles opened her
home on Farmer Avenue for the
meeting of the North Murray
Homemakers Club held on Fri-
day, June 14. at ten - thirty
o'clock in the morning.
The main lesson on "Crafts"
was given .by Mrs. Gingles. She
instructed the group in the mak-
lag of aluminum trays.
The president, Mrs. B J. Hei-
lman, presided at the business
meeting during which officers
were elected.
'Mrs. Crttis, Patton Will. serve
as president. Other officers at
Mrs.  Hoffman, vice - president;
Mrs. John Workman, secretary-
treasurer and publicity; Mrs.
Garva Gatlin, recreation; Mrs.
Carl Kingins. landscape; Mrs.
Charlie Crawford and Mrs. Pres-
ton Boyd. major project leaders;
Mrs. K. T. Crawford, minor pro-
ject leader; Mrs. Boyd, garden-
ing.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the nine members
present.
TV SCHEDULE
DaYlitest Saving
AM -PM SUNDAY
11:00 Heckle and Jeclele
11:30 Faith for Today
12:00 Little Rascals
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3:00 Face The Nation
3:40 World New Round
4:06 The Last Word
4:30 You Are TOarto
5:00 Lassie
5:30 If You Had 'A Million
6:00 Ed Sullivae Shosve--
7:00 G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
7:30 Alfred Hitchcock Prsen.
8:ep $64,000 Challenge
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 Public Defender
9:30 Favorite Husband
10:00 Soldiers of Fortune
10:30 Weathervane
10:35 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
• • • •
The only people in the s
helicopter flight who could Peen-
tify the federal refermatory at
Lorton. Va., from the air were
the reporters and photographers.
MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CB .% 'News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:43 The Guiding Light
Ii :1)0 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
GETTING IN HIS LICKS
HEIDE KLUGES seems just about to burs
t into tears as that big,
mean old boxer helps karate to her Ic
e cream cone while she tees
 woe to cool aft In a tub  at 
water La New York. 
(International)
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY elleOLIGH FRIDAY
1230 House Party
1:00 The leie Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby
2:00 The Brighter pay
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmie Dean phow
3:45 The Big Shaw
5:15 Doug Edwards & News
5:30
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
.1010
10:15
12:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
PM MONDAY
Popeye and Friends
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Staietto one
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies-
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM TUESDAY
Name That Tune
Popeye and Friends
Private Secretary
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton
$64,000 Question
Spike Jones Show
O'Henry Playhouse
Phil Silvers Show
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM WEDNESDAY
5:30 Popeye and Friends
8.30 Little Rascals
7:00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
8:00 U. S. Steel Hour
9:00 Arthur Godfrey §_hoer
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
Time
Shell Big News
Wethervane
Milliop Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM THURSDAY
5:30 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Climax
7:30 Playhouse 90
9:00 Sgt Preston of the Yukon
9:30 Bob Cummings
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane.
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
1 -leign Off (Midnight)
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
.10:10
10:15
12:00
PM FRIDAY
Beat The Clock
Popeye and Friends
Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre
Mr. Aaams & Eve
Frontier Doctor
The Lineup
Person To Person
Schlitz Playhouse
West Point
Shell Big News •
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
AM SATURDAY
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Mighty Mouse. Playhouse
9:00 Susan's Show
9:30 It's A Hit
10:00 Big Top -
11:00 Sky King
11:30 Air Force Digest
11:45 Little Rascals
1 l55
2:30
300
4:04)
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
830
9:00
9:30
11:00
i2:00
PM SATURDAY
Game of the Week
Little Rascals
Roy Rogers
Room 500
News Conference
Woods 'N Waters
The Buccaneers
Jimmy Durante
Two Fur The Money
Gale Storm' Show
S R 0 Playhouse •
Gunsmoke
San Francisco Beat
Federal Men
Million Dollar Movies
Gunfighters
Sign Off (Midnight)
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. 101 —
It exec more than 40 years but
the defunct Czaris government
of Russia has fulfilled its obli-
gation to Grand Rapids. Caty
Treasurer Simon J. DeBoer said
he has received word - the city
soon will receive $1,891 for pay-
ment and intel•est on a $1,000
bond issued by the Czarist gov-
ernment. The U. S. government
is paying' bond holders with
assets of the Czarist government.
that were frozen when the Com-
munist revOlution began.
1
1
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United Press
(Continued from Front Pane)
='aral newspepees simultaneously
jolpf circuit.
'Sartheliernew is the eighth U.
Presidnt. His predecessors
Included Hugh Bailee (whose
tenure was longest — 1935-55),
Karl A. Bickel, W. W. Hawkins
and Roy W. oward.
Howard is the man who play-
ed a key role in electrifying
the young outfit into full-scale
competition with A. P. When
the late E. W. Scripps founded
United Press in 1907, his motives
were to establish a seperate
news organization for his papers,
some of which the A. P. would
not serve, and to prevent A. P.
from becoming a monopoly. He
achieved both._ "
The V. P. took in 1912 probab-
ly its most important decision.
At that time, it was the practice
of the press associations of the
big nations to exchange each
other's news product. Many of
the foreign agencies were gov-
ernment -controlled.
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
3:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Stilton MISS
- MN •
WSIX-TV • VHANNEL
NASHVILLE
Rejects Cartel
United Press refused to join
such a cartel. Instead it built
its own bureaus in South Ameri-
ca, Europe and Asia with men
instructed to report the news
objectively and without govern-
ment bias. It was an approach
other agencies were forced to
U. P. steadily built its foreign
coverage and distribution. Today
it has the mote extensive news
network in the Far East with
its own radio transmitter in Ma-
nila.
In 1935 the U. P. became the
first major agency to provide
a news service to radio stations
written for the ear, not the eye.
In 1951 it began supplying mo-
tion pictures and scripts to TV
stations and, in the same year,
began a teletype setter opera-
tion.
In 1952 U. P. began its own
independent newspicture opera-
tion and was the first to deliver
newspictures ready for engraving
to newspapers by fully automatic
facsimile leased wire.
In 1954 it set up a special
department to concentrate on
backgrounding the news, to give
depth reporting to the big stories.
What Do 
(Continued from Front Page)
tween right and wrong, and the
real values.
"The basic need today is for
good men and women," he said.
In concluding his address, Rev.
Lyles told the Rotarians that
they should not look toteclosely,
all the time, at these institutions.
Try looking at them *through a
"telescope" instead of a "micro-
scope," he said. In this way a
person can get the big picture.
All institutions have something
wrong with them, tie said, but
in the case of the church, life
would certainly tend to deterio-
rate and rot without them.
Rev. Lyles was introduce•3 by
Luther Robertson. Glenn Doran
had as his guest William Kinnree
Guests of Luther Robertson were
Bob Humphreys of Detroit and
his son Bobby Gerald.
Ira Langston of Eureka, Ill.,
and his son were visitors.
Phillip D. Mitchell was in-
troduced as a new Rotarian.
PRICE OP PROSPERITY
CHICAGO (1/1 — James Zarri-
ello left Italy at the age of 17
to seek his fortune in the United
States. Zariello, now 52, invited
his mother, who hadn't seen him
In 35 years, for a visit to see
how well he had done in the
new world. "You've grown fat-
ter," she said when she viewed
his prosperity.
BOOK'S 79c thnil June
Hardy Boys — Nancy Drew — Bobse,y Twins
MURRAY GIFT SHOP
800 OLIVE
TODAY I
Wad tin) and SAT.
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IMPORTED EYELET COTTON
with the CAPE-COLLAL:
2
c Justin McCarty lavishes wide lace on this 
lacy cottclii
dress .. . gives it a dressy look with the
 softly 1/1
p 'gathered full deep collar. The skirt is full w
ith deep
unpressed pleats. It's a dancing dress . a 
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per word for one day. aelnirrium of 17 words for It — So per word fee this. daya. CienaMse ase are payable In advance.
NOTICE .
MONUMENI'
Murray Marble & Gra te Works,
• n
builders of fine meniorials for
over half century. POrter White,
Manager. Phone 121. July 13C
JUNE JOHNSON has been added
to the staff of the College Beauty
Salon. Call her at 848 for ap-
pointments. June 24C
LEARN TO DRIVE your car,
ten easy lessons. Dual control
Going Out Of Business
Auction Sale
Tuesday, June 25th
At
L. E. DICK MOTOR CO.
All remaining shop equipment,
including Lubrication Cabinet
with overhead swivel, Bean
Front End Machine, Bean
Visubalancer, Porter Power
Set, National Ventilation Sys-
tem, 1 lot of Special Tools
NC, '11111W ,other items.
$2000 It orth of miscellaneous
Parts, to sell in small lots.
National Electric Cash Regis-
ter, Large Safe, Chairs, Small
Electric Signe, Service Arrow,'
Film Projector de Screen, 2
Small Radios, 12 Fluorescent
Light Fixtures, Desk Lamp,
Write-up Desk and other items
tuo numerous to mention.
Auctioneer   Joe Beadles
L. E. DICK MOTOR CO
415 N. 7th St. ,
Mayfield, Ky.
G
ear fernbehed. For further in-
ANYONE INTERESTED in the
upkeep of the Old Salem Ceme-
tery should leave, their contri-
butions with the Bank of Mur-
ray, Freeman Fitts or Lowery
Parker. We are in urgent need
of funds for the upkeep of the
cemetery. tlune 24C
FFOR RENT 
ATTRAQT1VE 3 bedroom house
at Five Points. All modern con-
veniences. Good garden. Can be
seen Saturday or call Paducah
3-7795. June 21P
3 ROOM Furnished apartment.
fuemation call 1292 or 2086-R, Hot water and heat furnished,
after 5 p.m. June 22CClose i,n. Apply 505 Maple. --
June 21P
SEWING Machine service and
repair. Leon Hall, Lynn Grove UNFURNISHED apartment on
Hwy. Phone 934-XJ. June 26P West Main St. Wired for electric
stove. Heat, light, water and
garage furnished. Phone 512-J.
June 21NCFOR SALE
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance
see Claude Miller. Phone 758 and
1050. Office over Dale & Stub-
blefield. TI
3 ROOM Apartment with hot
water, bath, kitchenette. ID...vete
entrance. 306 North 6th. Phone
17. June 21P
SERVICE STATION and house
1949 INTERNATIONAL pickup on West Main Street ,formerly
truck, 1948 Dodge pickup truck. occupied by S. L. Key. Phone
See at Hendons Service Station, J 21P
or call 82 . June 21C
GAS RANGE at a bargain. Call
Hy 2-3602. June 21C
NICE BUILDING LOT on Wood-
lawn. See Fred McClure,
Woodlawn. e 23C
NATURAL GAS. .ange, electric
refrigerator, sasQi 21" Zenith TV.
Phone 4.06. JunetriC
I Land Transfers I
Carl and Laverne Rowland to
Madell and Porter Huie, lots.
4 ROOM MODEELNy unfurnished
apartment. Available immediate-
Gifke & Home Necessities
dd ress books. Scratch Pads.
S.E. & D.E. Ledgers
Post Binders, Time books
',Common Sense"expense books
Pens. Pencils, inks, carbons
Stationery, Tags, sale books
Folders. Indexes, guest check*.
Staplers & Staples
Scotch Tape
Aluminum sheet holders, etc.
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT'.
Ledger & Times
Call 55
Rocaby Ah41Y PK. Dw nnOnVR Hg E western OLriER
e e D. Overtioleer 15S. 1orem the novel pubbirhed hr
The Co. Duaributed by Etas Iowans krivilcate.
It HAT O-7 7i voi • i.e.
Will i. y
horn* its I 4o r 1.1.e ii 111
Laster Valley in frontier Colorado
ever /WA J.... and Sarah Pardee it:silt
him in. • homeless hungry ktdoeeten
Veers b.., k. Will. baying the deepest
afteetlon for the Pardee', was dis-
tressed by the bitterness hetween Joe
and hip wife. Sarah, who has lived in
a wheel chair since an areident
Oa* mierWng Will rode with Joe
Pardee and Den, Ddlincliam another
of Joe's cowhands. to meet Al Ileare.
WI,, hail cl7allenood Parrl,ros domi-
nation of eater Valley. Wh,n Joe
cornered Beano ho.„ was the koor in
tile duel. Dillinghatn killed Brao,
a rase of crier. Dying of his woon7ls
Joe told Season • -Take care of Lath;
*organ." -referring to a yuone woman
vim had attracted Jor's interest
&loth, taking charge of the an, h.
names Beeson as foretnon. Tnis novices
him an enemy, tot Gene
has expected to get the job tioing
further, Sarah gives Beroon 4`Y1 own-
reship of the Boo P. to italic hint
eligible to be a member and oomph
authority in the Faster Valley Cattle-
men's argot :ration. Joe Pardee had
been it. president. The new presi-
dent Alec rsolsoto is not the tighter
for the eboshors' rights that Joe was
Will *afire to matnialo Joe Pardee's
iron-Sited policy of keeping the val-
ley free of horneeteadern. but Sarah
°epees V101.719CP "10 protect prase we
don't own" Whim n two newromers.
John blathers and Al Romig, come to
Box P to inquire about land in the
valley, her new ranch partner's hos-
-11110191c8-liatals..- 11-1.11.1
0WEI sager is greater when, later, he
trams from Kathy blorgrin that
klatherp and Rom'. are r r n
bring a colony of Of t> a 1 .e
In the .alley, aided by Merle Turner,
an Baster Valley man, .
CHAPTER 30
llierERLE TURNER had left the
11'1 valley not long after I had
first come here, and 1 -remembered
him n well: a small man with a
disproportionately large h e a d.
red-veined eyes, and eyeteeth so
lung and sharp they reminded
you of a boar's tusks.
I remembered something else,
too. Turner and Dillingham had
been good friends. Now I won-
dered whether they would resume
their friendship if Turner came
back to the valley. It would cer-
tainly add to my troubles. Tur-
ner had no use for 171e. I remem-
bered why, too, for it was not a
thing I'd forget.
At the time Turner had been
working for Dodson, but he got
into a fight with a man who rode
for Iry Costello'. Skull outfit.
Merle Turner killed the cowboy,
and Joe Pardee decided it was
.Turner's fault, so Dodson fired
him. I had the bad luck to run
into Merle that afteriic7on in Capt-
ion. He picked a tight with me,
but I licked him. Before he left
the country, he threatened Dod-
son awl Joe and nie. Maybe that
was why he'd signed up with
Mothers. Ile couldn't hurt Joe.
bet he could get at Sarah and
/ 
the Box P, and Dodson and I
were still here.
"How did Mather, get hold of
him?" I asked Kathy.
"I don't know," she answered,
"but I did hear Panthers say that
he'd heard about Easter Valley
from Turner."
"Wonder why Turner didn't
Come with Mettler-8 this trip.--
"I can guTrts. I knew Turner
pretty well when he was here.
He's the kind who nurses a
grudge and never forgets. It's
taken trisn all this time to find
a way to get even. Becaus* he
didn't know Joe was dead, he
probably, taoupt tneral be a
._ _
, -
'fight, and with fifty or more men
on ha side he could get even with
all of you."
"But if he showed up now with
• !slathers, one of us would get
• him."
"That', right," she said. "You'd
better catch up with Mathers be-
fore he gets any farther. Kill hini
if you have to."
S I went out through the back
'door and crossed the yaed to the
shed. I untied my horse and
stepped up. Five minutes later
I was headed down the creek
?toward Alton's Trading Post, theI
. wheel tracks of Mathers' rig plain
to read in the snovo.
While 1 rode, anger grew in
me as I. thought about what
would happen if Mather. brought
fifty families to Easter Valley.
I reined up and looked back.
Far across the fiat .the Sangre
de Cristo range was a notched
wall dividing our basin from the
San Luis Valley on the other side.
South, beyond the forks of Easter
Creek, the lancl ran -on and on
until it was swallowed by aliort-
-V511 made hazy by &mt. It -wits
arid country whkh held the King
ranch and several others. As
Curly King often said, no one
who lived there needed to worry
about having to fight for his land.
Any man who sought a place to
live would not invade that range.
The Kneel land was all at this
end of the vglley. The Box p
formed a big pert of it. I was
sick with the thought of losing
it, because it was the only home
I could remember with any sense
of belonging. I would not give
it up. No matter who got hurt
or how much blood was shed, I
would not give it rip.
By the time I caught up with
Mathers and Romig just below
-Alton'a I was ready to kill them
on, the slightest excuse.
I crowded my horse against
the rig, my gun in my hand, call'
in. "Pull up!"
Mather:, stopped at the edge of
the road and looked at me. If
he saw 'my agitation, he hid It
well. He simply sat unmoving,
the lines gripped in his gloved
hands, a buffalo robe over his
and Romig', lap. Romig Was
'Scared.
I nodded at Mathers as I hol-
stered my gun. "I just heard you
intend to fetch a bunch of colon-
isers to the valley ---about fifty of
them, if the yarn I heard was
right."
"It's right." Mothers said. "Pm
president of the society. Romig
Is the treasurer. We were sent
out as a committee to select a'
se(tlement site."
"Why didn't you tell us last
night what your intent ions
were?"
"I told Mrs. Pardee. I Saw no
reason o tell you."
"I'm half-owner of the Box P
and lensthe foreman. That ought
to be reeson enouteh."
Ma ther s shook •hi', heads
"You're not in sympathy with
what we're trying to do. Mrs.
Pardee is. I talked frankly to
her, and qic.gave me some splen-
did advice. A R far as the Box P
Is concerned, ,szru have nothing to
isa!i"
L._ . '7 4*
"The devil we haven't." Isit
"You throw lift)' fapoi o , ;or,
valley, and -you'll be push.ng up
the East Fork right into our
meadowland and winter ran,ge."
Mothers shook his head. "I
gave my word to Mrs. Pardee.'
He leaned forward, gray eyes
searching my face. "Beencei, I
want no trouble with you or any-
one. Believe me. But if there is
trouble, we'll handle it. We know
the law, and I assure yoL we will
do nothing that isn't leF,t1."
I I tapped the butt of my gun.
"The law stops at AP.ori's Trad-
ing Post, Mothers. If you go
' ahead with this, we'll put men
'at the head of the canyon and
shoot the first nian and team
1t
hat comes through it."
"And hang for it."
"Maybe, but that won't help
you if you're driving the Dist
wagon. Listen. Mothers. This
isn't the place for you. Its cattle
country. You'll starve if you try
to farm IL It's too high and the
growing season's too short Your
crops won't mature."
- lifdthers /hank Ms-heed wren.
"it won't do, Beetion. You and
Dodson and the rest are occupy-
ing land that belongs to the
American people. Thousands of
acres for cows and a handful of
people when it should be the
other way around. Beeson. Mrs.
Pardee says you're an intelligent
and reasonable man, but you're
neither intelligent nor reasonable
as long as you keep trying to
impersonate Joe Pardee. ' You
can't go on being led by the dead
hand of the past."
"Joe's death doesn't make any
difference," I shot back. "We'll
fight for what's ours. I've ridden
a long ways to warn you." I
jerked a hand downriver. "Stay
out of Easter Valley."
"I haven't said all I want to
say," Mathers said. 'I suppose
you've never lived in a city. It's
bad. Ipid for kids. Bad for your *.•
health; working long hours and
barely making enough to live.
That's why we organized the so-.
ciety. We'll bring happiness and
peace 
 
of mind and health to peo-
ple who now see no purposein
living." 
"You're good with words, Wh-
ere," I said, "but .yere only a
dreamer, and it takes more'n
dreams to keep fifty families .
alive. And another thIng: Denet?''
believe a word Merle Turneeleene
you. He's got his own ex to
grind, and don't you forget it."
He studied me for a moment,
then said sadly: "It happens that
I trust Merle Turner. I can see
you're not going to be reasonable,
Beeson. If you aren't, we'll fight.
Some of us will die and so will
you, and for nothing. There are
too many of us and too few of
you and we'll win. I have al-
ways believed that the Lord is on
the side of the right.. If lie is, .
then Hefertainly is on our side
because we are not satisfied, as
you are. to leave hfe as it is to- •
d We're looking toward tri-
reme, a great tomorrow de-
signed for the welfare of people,
not of cows. (Sod day. sir."
To Do Coattnatal
ly. Call R. W. Ch Phone
7. June 24C
3 ROOM UNfurnished first floor
apartment. Private bath and en-
trance. 505 Poplar. Phone 315.
June 23C
r B... Opportunities
'GAMBLE FRANCHISE availa-
ble. Real opportenity to own- and
operate a store of your own.
Serek a complete line of hard-
ware, housewares, sporting goods,
paint, auto supplies, appliances
and -toys. No experience neces-
sary, we. will train. Write or
call Gene Stephens, Box 521,.
Clarksville, Tenn. June 22P
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to také. this method
of thankingsradi dear friends and
neighbo10r every act of kind-
ne,..---eittended to , us during the
brief • ilness and -death of our
dear husband and father, R. C.
McIntosh.
May God be with you in your
h.ed of need is our prayer.
Mrs. Alma McIntosh
Sharon McIntosh
New Testament Recommended
As Good Book To Study
By George Burnham
News Editor
Christianity Today Magazine
NEW YORK CITY —Ministers
of the New York area were
taking part in the question and
answer session at a morning
Bible hour by Billy Graham's
New York Crusade.
The Rev. John Stott of Lon-
don was conducting the program
When a minister arose and ask-
ed, "Can you recommend a good
book for us about the Deity of
Jesus Christ?"
Stott didn't hesitate in reply-
ing, "Yes, I certainly can. I
recommend the New Testament."
A Chicago business leader
picked up the telephone after
Graham's second nationwide tele-
cast and called New York.
"I watched the service in my
living room, along with six of
my business associates," he said.
"While people were walking for-
ward in Madison Square Garden
to make decisions for Christ, I
knelt before my friends and did
the Fame thing. It was a, nitro
thing to do bet Prn glad that I
had the. courage. Tonight the
real values df life fell into their
proper perspective, for me."
The great great granddaughter
of Jonathan Edwards, a religious
leader of many years ago, wrote,
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-TIftie gone by
6-Shut noisily
9-Period of time
12-Singing voice
13-Comfort
54-Bulgarian unit
of currency
16-Armed conflict
54-Collection of
tents -
17-lValking stick
lit-Three- landed
armadillo
20-Landed
property
21-Furbelows
23-Cheese dish
24-Lawful
21-Flesh
26-Compass point
2S-Clray
29-Edible seed
30-High card
Si-Outfit
32-Beloved
33-Moister stroke
34-11an's
nickname
15-Shut securely
36-ConfacUon
37-Chemical
compound
35-Reveal
40-Scoff
41-Offspring
4.: -Ord Mem
41.-Land measure
46-Game at conks
41-Be born•
4171-Profound
40-Pronoun
60-Former British
' Prime Minister
DOWN
1-A n I mal's foot
2-Wing
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S-Turret
4-PrepositIon
6-Scorches
6-Tibetan priest
7-Snake
8-Pronoun
S-Africar,
antelope
10-Rejected
11-Peetare
-Jargon
19-Frotto
20-Groan
21-Small chip
s2-11,7me
:3-Fright
25-Repast
27-'Weird
2f-fIrstrot animal
.0-Pertalning to
animals with
long bodies
2-Antlered animal
37-Paddle
1!,-Pr•rinItanis
36-Contalner
IR Withered
35-Lnut
ov-Yrotenfol
41-014 French
coin
47-Fruit drink
44 otteolen tumor
46 Preil000
47 -Note of scale
"You seemed to talk directly to
me on television." She made the
same decision as thousands of
others.
It was because of such unusual
responses that the New York
Executive Committee decided to
extend the nationwide telecasts
each Saturday night until the
close of the meeting on July 21.
Graham was talking about the
adultress in Samaria who was
forgiven by Christ.
Sitting way oacx iii a balcony
seat was an attractive young
girl of 20. She looked innocent
and clean to others- netiatiy, -Put-
the words from the platform
were stabbing into her heart:
Marriage had been postponed
when. her fiancee went overseas,
but they decided their love was
too great to forsake the -liberties
involved. She vowed to remain
„faithful to him, but after he had
'been gone a felt/ months she was
teasing and teMpting a • married
man in the office where she
worked. Others followed.
A girl friend invited her to
attend the Billy Graham services
at Madison Square Garden. She
declined at first, but then went
out of curiosity.
Graham said that Christ would
forgive and forget, no matter
how vile the sin. He asked those
who wanted a new life to &site
forward.
The girl hesitated. She wanted
to go, but was afraid it would
be embarrassing. Then courage
came to leave the seat. ,
"For the first time in my life
I didn't feel lonely," she sai,d.
had never felt such inward
joy.'
Back -in the office, she told
her friends she was going to live
for Christ. Some laughed, but
two of them accepted her in-
vitations to visit the Garden.
After the secend telecast her
grandmother decided that s h e
wanted to become a Christian
The chain continued to un
'wind a few nights later. Ts
mother went to the Garden as
found the answer to the things
her daughter had been talking
about.
I
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PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION
owned and operated by
* MAX LOVETT
* BILL ROBERTS
4th & Chestnut Ph, 213
NANCY
es.
AUNT FRITZ) ---
I WASHED MY
SOCKS--'
REDS FREED BY REVERSAL _
HERE ARE FOUR of the 14 California Communists fr
eed by the
U. S. Supreme Court's reversal of their 1952 convictions for
 con-
spiring to advocate overthrow of the U. S. government_ Shown
in Loa Angeles are (from left) Phillip Connelly, Frank Spector,
Mrs. Rose Kusnitz Lnd Henry Steinberg. They are -first stringers'
in the west coast Communist setup. (International Soandpitoto)
Make Money With Classifieds
I 506 W. Main St. Telephone 1.36
I"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO.'
_
MURRAY LOAN CO.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th St Main Phone 433
DR. RUPERT E. STIVERS
CHIROPODIST — FOOT SPECIALIST
ANNOUNCES
the termination of his practice at 204 South 5th St.,
effective Tuesday, June 25th upon entering the
Armed Forces. All patients are being referred to
Drs. Earl and Stanley Stever*, 1409 Broadway, Padu-
cah, Kentucky.
by Ernie Bushmillefr
ABBIE an' SLATS
YOU CONVINCE CHARLIE THAT
THE WEDDING CEREMONY IS
MERELY FOR PUBLICITY SHOTS,
BUT WHEN HE SAYS "I DO" IT'LL
BE FOR REAL- AND TOO LATE
FOR HIM TO RENEGE!
,
LIL' ABNER
EVERY TIME I BEGAN TO TALK
TO MISS GLANDULA ABOUT
MACXEREL, SHE CHANCED
THE SUBJECT. SOME
WOMEN ARE FUNNY
HAT WAY, SUE
W)BODsi ACCEPTS MY PARTY
INVITATIONS ANY MOREff—
WkEhl HARRY WAS WILD.
ABOUT ME, THE 00INT
WAS JUMPING'.'
•
•
by Raeburn Van Buren
WOMEN ARE ODD, CHARLIE -
IMA61146 WANTING TO TALK
ABOUT LOVE WHEN THEY
CAN TALK ABOUT
MACAEREL,1
USED*TO COME UP
WITH IDEAS TO EKTER1;NIN
AT1-40USAND GUESTS!!
NOVY, I CAN'T EVEN
ENTERTAIN MYSELFff
a, el U t, Pe Of —A, .7-pot713=-7:2
I lb 1111%.1(•••,,,,,• Svelliser I•
by Al Capp
SINCE THE NEW erUNICH
MOVED INTO W4SHINGTON,
TI-IAT LIZARD IN CENTRAI-
PARK IS MORE POPULAR
THAN I AM
Ti I.
-. •
"i
-7 •
•••
C
•
•••
•
•
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Work On The Farm Is Called
Aid To Delinquency Problem
JANITS O. altiRKEEN
Solt Conservation Etertice
Steve' Poiston is begiriing cottis
servation farniing et an unumeid
early age. Steve is 14 years
of age and is the son'oVTe.
and ,Mrs. J. Polston, ;Taint,
Kentucky. I ' • 
5T(
Last week I planned Mr TO-
ston farm. While explaining the
soils map young Steve asked.
"what does that blue area mean
un the map!" I explained to
him and his father that was When the time comes for my
class four' land caused by a son to enter college he will
heavy. wet, cold natured soil, have earned some money to help
I was surprised when Steve nay his way through college_ l'
said, "I want a map Sht,
,believe my son will have gained
all the classes of land and what a lot of valuable experiences in
we should grow on each field." 
working on his own"
Never have I seen a boy of Mr. Polston works at public
this age so interested in con- work and lives on their farm
servation farming at Tiline. Instead of investing
Steve will be a Sophomore in an expensive home irr town,
at Smitfiland High School next they are living on the farm
year. One of his favorite subjects and receiving some income from
is agrictilture their investment. ,
Steve is a member of the In walking over the farm with
Future Farmers of America Chap- Mr. Ponton we came across a
ter at Srnithland High School. 3-foot ditch. Mr Polston
His supervised farming program 
"1 want to shape this ditch and
includes 1 sow, 2 beef calves, change it to a waterway I can
8 acres corn. 6 acres of hay. aa
- get more pasture. cross it any
where, and keep the weeds and
bushes mowed down"
On his bottom land water was
seeping down from the hill land.
He plans to constnsct a diversion
ditch that will carry the Water
to a sod waterway.
Mr. Polston will establish 12
acres of permanent pasture and
set up 17 acres up for cultiva-
' ticia4 'He plans to establish a
Farmers who are using credit w. afering 
trough that wilt serve
through the Mayfield office of fields, Hill 
water 
supply
the Farmers Home Admirustra- will 
be a well which is already
live-
lion have a good repaymentservm‘ the 
home "Health 
record for the past fiscal year sM
toc
r.
k
Po
dLsern
to
a
n
ods clean water." said'
FHA always encourages its bor-
rowers to pay as fast as possible If every boy in the United
for two reaaons. The first is slates lived and 'irked in the
Farmers Have
Good Repay
Record to FHA
of improved pasture.
' ' Allen Middleton is his
Vocational Agricultural Teacher
at Smithland High Schoo4.,Steve
Is being taught improved methods
of farming both in the
room and on the farrn by his
agriculture teacher. Through tne
F. F A. the boy is *arming
leadership.
Mr. J. E Polston. father of
Steve, made this statement. "Steve
will be running this 30-acre
farm on his own from now on,
that it saves the borrowers int- , same situatson as Steve. our
crest and second it gives them juverule delinquency problem
a cushion to withstand the years would be solved An idle mind
of bad crops, low prints or
sickness in the family On all
Farmers Home AdnurustraUon
Jeans. the borrower has the
privilege of paying ahead ..f
ments that are ahead sctieduie 
Economists Advisescheduled payments These pa.
can be used in an,y year when' Fertilizer Use Toit is not possible to make a
regularly schednled payment Build Farm IncomeWe have found that the greats .
er rt la the inahey paid # THE, - most profitable Janne
FA loans is received. frn today are the ones that use
tobacco and milk Many of our hand labor, capital and man-
farrnIrsa . Make regular monthly easement in the best combine- planted to !he group that "We
payments from milk and by Lion, reports the Middle West
doing this their payment, in '1111,Improecyeemntent 
statementCoTli"its's our basic and co
mplex resource
want this to help you understand
./ •
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Farm News And Other Items Of Interest To Our Riaacie•s In The Rural Areas And Communities Of Calloway County
Sixteeri Senior 4-H Club mem-
bers from eight Western Ken-
tucky Counties attended and took
an active part in the second
annual Resource Study Confer-
ence at Fontana Village. North
Carolina, last week. They joined
with over 200 other 4-H'ers
from Alabama. Georgia, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina. Tennesee
and Virginia :n an enthusiastic
study (by groups) of forestry,
water, power, human . resources.
rural organizations, recreation,
is the devil's workshop I believe
KENTUCKIANS AT FONTANA — These 4-H Club ntem-
bers and leaders from eight Western Kentucky counties
attended the second annual Resource Developement Con-
ference at Fontana Village. N. C. They are, bottom row
from left, Sara Fleming. Charles Hanraban, Pat Botner,
Kenneth Scott. Geneva Rogers and Robert Dunagan. Sec-
Row from the left, Lorna Ross. Carolyn Galloway, Grace
Thompson. Alveta Riley. Kaye Stovall. Mrs. Henry Rog-
ers and Mrs. Anna Thompson. Back Row from the left,
Otis Lovins, Dan McCuiston, Gail Dobson Jimmy Brand-
stetter, Joe Dean Watkins, Rex Bennett Henry Rogers
and C. 0. Bondurant.
4-H Clubs
Actve In
Conservation
Conservation is the keynote of
two highly important 4-H prcj-
ects vital to the future welfare
, of the nation. They ate ..the
t national 4-H Health, and the
Soil a n d Water Conservetion
programs. Thousands of 4-H boys
and girls are now participating
in the activities which benefit
themselves. !heir homes and.com-
munities.
Last year over a third of all
4-H Club members enrolled in
the health program, according
to the Cooperative Extension
Service. while those taking part
in soil and • t _Sr cr-iservaotoes
worked on a total of nearly
400.000 acres.
"Learning by.doing" pays wlm-
thwhile dividonds. too. At the
wind-un of the 4-H Club year,
member-' re-ords will be re-
viewed ho ft,. State Extension
office, no-i recommendations made
for indivianal 1957 awards. Bas-
ed on outstanding program ach-
ievement and all-arounti 4-H
perform-se" awards are given
at the county, state, and national
levels.
All awards in the health pro-
gram win aaiin be provided by
Eli Lilly and Co.. of Indianapolis,
Indiana. The soil and water
conservation awards will be giv-
en for the 14th consecutive year
by Firestone Tire SZ Rubber Co.,
of Akron, Ohio.
As many as four qualifying
members in each county may
win gold-filled medals The top
ranking b-v or girl in the slate
will be a eni•-•a•e to the national
4-H Club Conorass in Chicago
next fall .....I,an expenses paid.
The highest hsnor - a $400
college s' -hip - goes' to
the nations, oonners.
Many splendid opportunities for
community service are offered
agriculture. and industry and Leading the group study and
commerce. ' discussion, and giving the final
From beginning to end thel
report on "Human Resources"
Conference was outstanding for
was a responsibility assigned to
participation by the delegates the Kentucky delegation Misg
They heard outstanding speakers
'1 Carolyn Galloway.' of Graves
.n the resource fields. They gave County led a discus•iongroup
group reports to the .entire con- land then was selectes as chair-
' fererice. took over panel discus-
Steve will develop into a young some time out to enjoy- the
man that any mother arid father loutdoor .activities available at one
would be proud of. I of the area's most popular moon-
(sin lake resorts.
The three-day conference is
sponsored by the Valley-wide
Association of Test-Demonstra-
tion Farm Families. in coopera-
tion with the Agricultural Ex-
tension Services .of. the seven
Valley states. and TVA. Rex
Moses. , president .of the Test
Demonstration Association, ex-
in et 7
mart! cages- . all paid barc're Otuo farm economists.
it  comes 'glue i• . 
Since July li541. the FHA University. 
J. Tompkins, ei Ohio
says that farmers
borrowers of the Mayfield office can increase their net income
have repaid a total of $78.332 vn by proper use of fertilizer, im-
their accounts proved and adapted varieties
As of June 1. 1957. 'there was of seed. labor-saving tillage
an outstanding balance „wed to , practices, weed and insect con-trol..
FHA. by all borrowers in Graves th
Cal/l)w-aY' and Marshall counties' econoMist, sa 
" Ohio
ys that the key to
of $405.737 00. This balance rep- • economic efficiency is "to peo-
resents both operating and long duce where the last dollar
term real estate loans T h e spent for machinery, fertilizer,
amount owed on operating loans, building tile, nvestock and oth-
er items just returns a dollarwhich run from one to seven
of income."years. is $73.687. and for real
Larger farms, he says usu-
estate loans that run from 20
to 40 years. Is $322.050.
The repayment on real estate
loans since July I. 1956. has
been $36,338 The amount that
was due during this period was
only $21.985. Most of the farmers
are trying to get ahead with
their payrnenta as shown by the
above record. •
acre of strawberries, 12 acres
ally can more fully utilize their
equipment and labor and
spread part of their costs over
more pounds of pork, beef and
milk, or over more bushels at
gram.
Farmers with smaller than
average acreages, says the
committee, can be competitive
with the larger operators by • scribed •__ _n. outlook for the
using fertilizer to actually "in- future in development pospbili-
crease the size of their farms." nes.
haa-e treasurk, re:Meat:on lead&
R.,5 Waite 2, Murray. Ky.
Member Seruur 4.H Club, has
and vice-president, likes speech
and was county spelling winner
in 1954. o'
Dan. McCuiSton, son of Mr
and Mrs J. W. McCuiston, Route
6 K Member f New throught these programs.' Loca
slims, asked questfons, and ex- 
man o a panel gorup to give . Murray,y.  o
I changed ideas. And they took ...
the "Human Resources" report. Concord Senior 4-H Club.
The report consisted of a tt.eart-
on "Tooth Responsibilities" by ConservationOtis Lovins. a leader from Cello-
way, and reports by panel mein-
bers including Miss Kaye Stovall Men Backof Loon County, Miss Lorna
Ross of Calloway County and..
Miss Galloway reported on thi. On The Job4-Hers from four other states
human relationship phase of
"Human Resources" and sum- ,By JAMES O. BURKEEN
manzed the report. Miss Grace ,1 Boll Conservation Service
Thompson of Livingston County.' Robert E Powell is back on
and Charles Hanrahan of Bal- his job in Livingston County as
lard County had major parts in Work Unit -Conservationist. Mr.
resource reports given under the Powell has been working as
leadership of (oher states Grace Acting. Area Conservationist,
Mayfield.  Kentucky. 
Norman Terry. Area Conser-
vationist, Mayfield, Kentucky. has
been on oacation for 6 weeks
visiting his daughter in France.
Mr. Terry has now returned to
Mayfiejd and is very much re-
thsshed. While he was in France
he observed the farming methods
of the France fanner.
James o. Borireen has been
serving as Acting. Work Unit
Conservationist in the absence
of Robert t Powell.
felt that Itheir opportunities in 
Last week I planned two farms
Henry Rogers, Cadiz. who operate for. Brent Mitchell, Burns. Ken-
each of the resource flelts . are a special test demonstration farm tusity. A plan was worked out
vast and challenging. Each group in Trigg County.. and Mr. Otis that showed how the land could
listed an overwhelming array of Limns a teacher in New Concord be used within its cabatelities,
resources existing in the Ten- High School in Calloway County improve the fertility, and still
nessees Valley area, brought ouL Extensi.in Service represen- produce more income than it
some a the problems. of develop- tatives accompanying the dele- had in the past.
ment, use. and misuse; and de- gation were Mrs. Anna C. Ttiornp- ',Said Mr Mitchell, 'Vs land
son. area agent. Paducah. and has been farmed too hard It
C. 0. Bondurant, area agent, won't starld corning every year.
Murray I want to s•OSW my land down
4-Hers rerekenting Calloway &rid let it rest. I can make more
County were: Lorna Ross, daugh- from cattle. At the same time
of Mr. and Mrs. Ham • ,ti my land will hot be washing
problems, and help you recognize
such terns, work wisely on arid _Tn. Watkins also served
them, a d perhaps solve them. Mr J. P. Burnette of the TVA
We older people hope this will on the host c,ommittee. Other
help pave the way for you to Kentucky 4-Hers assisting with
become much better leaders than stage arrangements for this re-
stirrina talk and original r. -rn
we are in developing our land
and out people."
Theme of the conference evolv-
ed as 'Understanding" res"reel the conference by a senior boy
and their use, and the unlimited and girl 4-H member from each
opportunities facing young people Of the copilots of Ballard, Callo-
today in perhaps the fastest
developing region in the nation.
The reports of the resource group.
brought' out that the delegatles , Ration include Mr and Mrs
port were Joe Watkins and Robert
Duenagan. .
Kentucky was represented In
What an enamel! I Rae it to paint
er)thing
but m)
• GooesnI•od 1,4-41"
Good Hoosoleopi nt
One coat makes almost anything look like
ne.vi again! Dries in a jiffy and gives a
hard, glossy finish in ,sour choice of 25
colors and non•yellowing gloss white.
$295 qt.
STARKS HARDWARE
-WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th Poplar Phone 1'42
•i 
1
The delegates recognized that
the development of human re-
sources tbroutit informed a
wise use of natifral resourcHl
is the mast challehiging oppot
!unity km the 'field sit resouree
use and development. Their
, thinking in this field was ehal-
lensed by W. M. Land. TVA.
His color slide talk on the "Re-
gion's ftesourecfa" pictured the
opportunities mankind has fir
relating natural resources to each
other and increasing their valor
by the application of human ,
knowledge, skill, and ingenuity..
The whole pattern of resources
then develops the best in each ,
and produces an ever-enriching ,
I
stream of life He called to their
attention the many beginnings of
such a concept in Valley develop-
ment.
The Kentucky group had charge .
of the first general assembly I
program on Thursday, with M . s ,.,._
Geneva Rogers of Trigg CQU ty,
proakling. Others having" a - 1
spritisilcle part lb -vtt condor.
of the assembly . Jimmy
Brandstetter. Miss Pat tlotner.'
Robert •Durinagan, Dan McCuist.,:.
Miss Alveta Riley, Charles Han-
rahan. Rex Bennett, Gail Dob- •
son and Kenneth Scott.
way, Graves, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall. McCracken and Trigg
Leaders accompanying the dele-
•
— MARKET REPORT —
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 18, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1058
Oatiod Quality 13,st Steers
Baby Beeves 
. 19.00-21.00
18.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type  12.50-15.00
Canners and Cutters  6.00-12.00
Bulls . . • • 16.50 Down
VEALS —
fancy Veals  21.SO
No. 1 Veal. 19.70
No. 2 Veal. I 7 .50
Throwouts 6 00-17  30
HCiGS —
180 to 240 pounds 19  00
volunteer 4-H leaders lend moral
as well as active support in
helping club members to 'develop
rood personal health habits and
to imorove health conditions
generally. The soil band water
eonservation orrteram covers a
!wide variety of undertakings
ranging from erosion control to
)one-ranve plans that oaii eeen-
tually reclaim hundreds of acres.
away"
Mr Mitchell nninteri not that
he would not be hlte. to make
all the recommended improve-
ments in. 1 or 2 years. "I will
rIn Ito T am able to do." said
Mr. Mitchell.
When Soil Conservaiton Serv-
ice technicians work out • firm
plan, they don't expect it to
be carted out in one year After
all we have spent over 150 years
in wearing the land out. Yov
are doing very good if you
build the soil as fast as you lose
it.
It requires a lot of hard work
to gain the 150 years that cur
forefathers spent in letting the
soil wash away. You are paying
for the sins of 'your forefathers
Must your children pay for yours
too'
I also planned a farm for Mr.
Ed House, Ledbetter Mr. House
was working his land, on the
contour. Said Mr. House, "If I
worked niv land up and down
the hill it would wash away.
see how the little furrows eateries
water and lets it sadit in the
soil."
Soil Conservation Service tech-
nicians have layed out a 2000
foot ditch for Mr House. It will
benefit about 30 acres of land.
AWARDED PHT DEGREES
POMONA, Calif. 17 - The
wives of 26 California State
Polytechnic College graduating
seniors will receive honorary
PRT degrees during a "corn-
niencement" exercise June 4. A
PHT degree is for pushing hubby
. through.
WHAT'. YOUR PLEASURE
. HOMETOWN, Pa -Mt- For
many years Hugh Pendexter Jr.
was a newspaperman and pub-
licist in Philadelphia. Mrs Pen-
dexter raised dogs as a hobby.
Recently they bought a .country
store here Their advertisements
read: "Pendexter Country Store
-From Poodles to Noodles."
A GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
JACKS'ON, Miss. V'. - A base-
ball game between the Winona
and Jackson American Legion
teams ended at the top of the
fifth inning when the managers
agreed it %AA' no contest. Jackson
 was ahead 29-0. .
•t •
Top-Dressed Alfalfa
Comes Back Faster,
Givei Extra' Feed
FRIDAY — JUNE
Farm And,
Home News
Y
OUR
ows will maks a faster And Views.legume-gruss mead-Comeback after' th.t first hay .
cutting if you give them a good
top-dressing of fertilizer, re-
ports the Middle West Soil lin. - By E. 5. FOY
provement Committee.
"This can give you more hay
per acre," says the committee,
'It can help cut feeding costa
for dairy and beef herds and
mean more profit per animal
per acre."
Among other advantages,
1
Alfalfa lasts longer, gives
more hay and lower feeding'
costs when fields are top-
dressed regularly.
says the committee, are: 1-
The fertilizer helps increase
the life span of the legumes.
Thns you save time, money and
labor by not having to reseed
your meadows so often; 2-Hay
from the fertilized meadows is
usually higher quality and
more nutritious, with a bigger
protein content.
The committee points out that
legumes use up big amounts of
phosphate and potash. So it is
Important to use a fertilizer
top-dressing that contains these
nutrients. How much fertilizer
to add depends on the needs of
Individual fields, says the com-
mittee.
A soil test can give informa-
tion on just how much of each
nutrients the land requires for
top yields.
"In general, college agron-
omists advise applying 300
pounds or more per acre of a
phosphate -potash fertilizer,
such as 0-20-20, or 0-10-30, de-
pending on the soil's need for
nutrients," the committee says.
Tips On Care Of
Gardening, Clothing
VI•Oom•
Tiit warm weather
malty !it nesseaarv- tfor lid to
keep a close watch for late Blfght
Early .tonaate; plants are becom-
ing spotted *ith !slack spots on
the leaves. If Bfight is found
spray with Zineb. C.O.C.S dust,
copper A or any good dust with
45 copar base. Spray tit weettlY
, , • • •
'feu may plant grain sorghum t
up until JOY 1 with gl515d' sum:
cmia. Plant in rows the same
width as corn. Plants should
average 3 inches apart in the •
row. Sid pounds' of teed per
acre is required. Drill +with pop-
corn or sorghum plates. Broadcast
700 pounds a 4-12-8 in the
row A owe Vartety to plant
is Martin's Corphine bldg. , Be'
sure the seed are treated.
See your, Count, Agent for
yorr copy cin lacers to! iiarbecue
chicken. Ask for Circular 535.
'Mulch ' tomato ptnts bei t h
straw or sawdust about 2 inches
dep before the vines spread on
the hiR to much.
By BARLETTA A. WRATHER
At. this season of the 'year
our clothing is inclined to get
stained with perspiration. In dark
cottons the earliest attention pos-
sible makes it more easy to
remove. Avoid pressing the stain.
as it moo, set it. Wash the stain
thoroughly in warm water, rub-
bing soap or detergent into it
If the fabric has discolored.
sponge a fresh stain with a
vinegar-water solution and for
an older stain, a little ammonia
and water Rinse thoroughly after
either treatment. Read your labels
on garments or yard goods for
facts that may be helpful when
laundering the garments.
Successive plantings for gardens ,
should be done in an organized
way. Planting throughout the
season to have a regular supply
without a surplus at any time
is called "succession planting."
It is the mark of the careful
gardner. Sweet corn should be
planted every 7 to 14 days. with
tthe amount needed for the
family at etc? date. Plant small
amounts of bealia 'every 10 days.
Late plant tomatoes ' in late June
or early July for tall or late
tomatoes. The same method
should be followed for such
crops as cabbage, potatoes, rad-
ishes, lettuce, and all types of
grens. A late garden is very
. -
Keep ciusumber, aquaria,, melons
and pumpkin vines sprayed with'
5 per cent- VD.T. dust to eontrol
theI Sid cu miPed . cuber 
beetle' that
cause the vines, to die tflao'ut the
time they begin fruiting.
Spray your yard and around
the foundation of your house
with chlorodene if you are both-
ered with ants in your house.
Gropes are rapidly rotiening
with mildew caused by this warm
humid weather 'Keep the grapes
sprayed with fermate to prevent
the mildew Spray' 'after each
big rain.
If you have an attack of the
army bug r13115ter Beetle) spray
with 5% D.O.T.-
_
valuable since vegetables becolhe
more expensive in food stores
in the late fall. Many vegetables.
such as potatoes, squash. onions.
cabage, beets, carrots and others,
can be held in storage for several
months. Late greens, kale and
cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower.
brussel sprouts. radishes a n d
others can stand late frosts and
may be harvested from gardens
until Thanksgiving if there is a
mild fall
U.S. farmers have indicated
they will buy fewer chicks a
1957.
101ADOCA
INF INST5LICT1Vf Tawny
FRU INSVEUTION
TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured-
Sans Kelley
Phone 4.41
Kelley's Pest
Control
•
FARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US
SPRAY
YOUR HOME,BARN or
BUSINESS HOUSE
• EXCELLENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB
Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Aluminum Paint
. Ti-US WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS WORK CLOTHES
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
'GIMBEL REAVES
Lynn Grove Highway, Phone 184-W
•
•
•
•
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